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for of
and against Pieces. While, indeed, nothing ought
to be said against the former as a means of musical
culture and development, yet a word of caution
should be interposed lest our views on this subject
become one-sided and stereotyped. We know that
many of our best teachers have made the obser-
vation that, after one hundred of the opera of
Czerny, the “one hundred and oneth ” can, In
some cases, be dispensed with. There is a great
deal in the curriculum of a school course, musical
as well as literary, that Is there, not because there
is any well-assigned reason for it, but because some
of the fathers (perhaps an idiosyncratic crank)
placed it there.
The question might, with propriety, be raised,
How were the masters formed before Czerny’s
time? And again, Why in this age of diffusive
literature doth not a multitude of masters arise?
The explanation Is, that in those good old times of
Bach and Handel the amount of good music was
limited, and bad music bad not been devised.
The principles of the art stood forth prominent
and natural, divested of ornament and undisfig-
ured by excrescences. The ancients worshiped
images pure and perfect in form and quaffed art’s
highest inspiration from a single living fount.
The moderns never get a sight at the original
form of the artistic image, being lost in admira-
tion of the magnificent drapery thrown about it
by the poetic creations of an army of fresco
painters and masque costumers. Nor do they do I
more than inhale the exotic vapors from inspi-
ration’s fount.
The greatest minds are those that are turned
loose into the pastures of art, for there^hey are
free to roam at will. They will not always seek
the shaven lawn to feed at certain hours, but will
plunge into the lowlands, amid the rich grasses
that are to he found alongside the eternal river
bank. Anon, when satiated, they will climb the
rugged and sunny hillside and find delight and
nourishment in nibbling the tufts that spring up
amid the rocks, or, again, will rest sheltered from
|
the burning sun, within the dark glades of the
forest, browsing amid the tender leaves. 1
No one denies the discipline of study, and all
must admit the danger of unrestraint. Vet study
aider that any composition that ends on a certain
tone called the tonic, is a piece, and Is worthy of
his highest appreciation and ardent study. In
connection with the piece you may Invent all the
exercises directly bearing upon its execution you
like, and the child will go at them with avidity,
grasping Intuitively that great principle which in-
cites all practice, even in the greatest artists,
viz., “The Etude In order to play the Piece.”
One of the distinguishing features, to a child,
between Etudes and Pieces, is that the former
have no names, while the latter have very pretty
and romantic ones. What’s in a name? Why,
everything is in a name. How much do the names
applied by Heller to Mendelssohn’s Lieder ohne
Worie enhance their beauty and interest to the
general student!
How much oftener is- the Moonlight Sonata
called for than the others by the same author that
are known only by an opus number!
I We once composed little “ exercises” for a cer-
: tain little girl time and again, and frowned as she
I
returned with them only half practiced,' or with
an apology that “mamma swept it out of doors,”
|
or “ Baby tore it up.” Again,we have smiled when
I
the next time the same little girl came hurriedly
in with a similar exercise, this time on the top of
her roll of music, or more likely in her hand, so
eager that she can hardly wait to play it. We
smile as we read at the top a few words we wrote
a week ago, “ Jennie’s Birthday March, composed i
for and dedicated to her by her teacher.”
I We believe in few Etudes in general and in few
I
Pieces in particular ; but these must bear a thou-
sand, yes, ten thousand repetitions. The reading
r ofn/kb1 r»rtr» otAnlr rt-^ n/lrta vtrifk n vrianr frt
36 degrees, relaxed her wrists and posed, awaiting
meanwhile for mamma to tell her “ what to play/’
and for Gustavus, who fluttered near, to select out
the music and turn it. It was too bad, we knowr
but we couldn’t help smiling at the situation, as
we were reminded, in looking at the young lady’s
attitude, of sister’s pet poodle when he suppliantly
begs for a cracker. We will not mention the
selection played
;
no matter; but such playing!
At the first chord, down /ell both hands, the
left a trifle first, by the force of gravity it seemed,
so perfect was the relaxation. Her -fingers were
mostly straight and stuck downward, from the
highly elevated wrist, into the keys. There/was
little or.no movement of the knuckle-joints, and
all the tones were pressed -with an agony of push.
In scale passages the hands were turned out Instead
of in, in the endeavor to keep the elbows in proper
position. The result was a jump at every pass of
the thumb, greatly augmented in arpeggio pas-
sages, Altogether, it was as incoherent jumble of
the most ordinary piano-threshing we were ever
tortured with. There were no three notes played
legato, but very many super (XXX) legato (which
means a lazy pressing of three keys together).
At the close of the performance, the young lady,
much exhausted, was properly seated by Gustavus,
and numerous compliments followed (society com-
pliments). We asked her to name her method,
and she replied, “ The Thalbergian.”
Since that incident we have had our private
opinion of such a method, dub it by whatever
name you may. But such a method, or any simi-
lar one. is not Thalbergian or Chopinian, and it is
d behl
pernicious. It makes very uncertain readers and
impairs the memory.
Several young ladies have come to us with a
bundle of studies—all of Bertini’s, Czerny’s Op.
299, and his Finishing (?) Studies, all of Cramer’s,
j
some of Tausig’s and Moschelea’—through which
they have been rushed with the attempted velocity
of J = 108 or faster, who utterly fail to read
with respectable correctness the smaller pieces of
Schumann and Mendelssohn. AH this h iaeo-
,
an insult to the memory of these nobl
refer to it as such. There is —
of empiricism and charlatanr
ed (benighted) Method
the artistic playing of
perhaps takes a few It
from a favorite pupil, a
mulgates the Rubinstein or the Liszt
Do such men play by a “method”?
means. Theirplaying is an individualism th
surmounted all methods, and is practically
table, insusceptible of analysis or appropi
Is there a secret key to such eminence, and
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these great artists unlocked the door of feme
alike? If there be, ’tis all unconscious. Certainly
no compact exists to hide so valuable a truth from
the world. The plain fact is that all men like
Rubinstein or Liszt have arrived at eminence only
by diligent and persistent self-study and complete
self-mastery. “ Know thyself,” written by the
ancient Grecian philosopher, is indeed the key
that unlocks the mystery.
Go to all the famous teachers in the world and
each has a different method. We do not say that
this would be useless. By no means. We learn by
comparison. But after we have learned all the
conventionalities of the schools we must come
home, settle down and study cur own individuality.
It is the cultivation of the gift of clairvoyance
that permits us to look with spirit eyes within and
view the working of the human machinery, and
thus gain a knowledge aud control of each and
every nerve and muscle. What does the singing
professor continually tell you ? “ Try and gain
an inner consciousness of the action of the vocal
apparatus.” So the piano teacher says continually,
“ Chink of that muscle in order that you may
control it.” Other things being equal, that person
who has the finest sensibilities will gain the most
perfect control of his anatomy, and will become the
finest artist, but he will only do so by self-study.
In all true methods (individualities) there is
some good thing that can serve as food for thought.
Like a dew it falls upon our own organic plant
and nourishes it, giving it renewed strength and
vigor. Some so-called methods, emanating as they
do from inferior sources, are naught but deformi-
ties, serving as a blight or rust upon the tender
art-plant within us.
Such a one is the “ Thalbergian ” method.
Thalberg cultivated a pure, clinging, singing touch.
It was his nature and his specialty. Whatever
might have been the innate soul-power that gave
a richness to his tone coloring, it is quite probable
that his method of tone production was the same
as that of any other artist. Dilettanti who heard
the wondrous tonal effect called it the pressure-
touch, and forthwith this became the fashion.
Experience and common sense show that such
a touch only results from a perfect command of
the finger joints, which is gained by first raising
the fingers high (hammer touch). The applica-
tion of the pressure-touch can only come after
there is a reservation of controlled power in the
fingers. Elasticity results from tension, and must
not be confounded with flabbiness. This strength
and elasticity must be developed in the whole
arm, and be under perfect control. The arms
should be free and never jammed into the sides.
The wrist should be level and the fingers curved.
BUREAU OF EMPLOYMENT.
We open the third season of the Bureau with
new vigor, with increased resources, and a firm
conviction that its existence will prove a benefit
to many a struggling and worthy teacher. We
have, in the past few years, filled numerous posi-
tions in Colleges and Seminaries with teachers
of music, and, with scarcely an exception, have
given entire satisfaction to all concerned. We
desire only to assist those teachers who have a
successful record to present. Persons of no
experience will not be received as applicants.
Heads of institutions of learning, in applying to
us for assistance, expect only superior nominations.
There are. a few developments in this matter
which we will here disclose for the benefit of those
contemplating a change or applying to the Bureau.
The procuring of a position where no personal
acquaintance exists, is a pure matter of business.
Tact, judgment, and persistence are nowhere more
necessary; For every vacancy, it is safe to say,
there are- twenty-five applicants, and competition
is necessarily strong. It is wisest to state only those
things you know, and not tboee you do not know.
Too many demands, and undue independence of
the applicant, are sure to prejudice his case and
lessen his chances of success.
A knowledge of vocal music is very desirable.
In our work, last year, every position we filled re-
quired more or less vocal culture.
Letters of testimony should, in every case, ac-
company the application to the President for the
position, and, if possible, one from the place where
last engaged. In all cases send only copies of
testimonials, keeping the original, unless a demand
is made for it, and, in that case, keep a copy.
We must be first informed of the exact qualifi-
cation of the applicant, so judicious nominations
can be made. We have blanks and circulars,
giving full statement, for this purpose, which will
be sent to any one, free of charge. In all transac-
tions, where a reply is necessary, the requisite
stamp should be enclosed.
We do not guarantee any one a position. Our
office is to place teachers in communication with
those needing teachers, the rest lies with the appli-
cant.
Our advice is often asked before a selection is
made, which is given from the impression received
through correspondence or personal acquaintance,
or by investigating the references given by the
applicant.
Activity in the Bureau does not begin until
the middle of May. Those desiring detailed in-
formation can send -for printed circular.
PUBLISHER’S NOTES.
We this month present eleven pages of music
revised and fingered in the most careful manner.
The original editions of the pieces will be found
greatly inferior to the ones we here present. In
almost every measure some improvement has been
made. It is well to state that the pieces are ana-
lyzed in “ The Musician,” first grade, by Ridley
Prentice, and can be had in sheet form. Teachers
not dealing with us can order our edition through
any dealer.
Teachers will not forget thafcfhe music of The
Etude can be had separate for 50 cents a year
(12 numbers), each issue contains from eight to
twelve pages of music, costing 4i cents a piece.
Any number of-subscriptions may be taken at
50 cents each, but we cannot promise to supply
back numbers.
We print the two remaining departments of the
American College of Musicians in this issue.
Those wishing to have the whole prospectus in
pamphlet form can have it by sending us a one
cent postage stamp, or to Robert Bonner, Secre-
tary, No. 6 Williams street. Providence, R. I.
The next issue of The Etude promises to be
unusually valuable. It will contain original
articles from a number of most distinguised wri-
ters of music of th^day.
We will extend the offer we made last month
to send the two valuable works on piano playing,
namely, “ How to Understand Music,” Mathews,
and “ History of Music,” Fillmore, for seven
subscribers. We will add to this, “ Dictionary
(pronouncing) of Music and Musicians,” Mathews,
lor two subscribers. As the season is waning, let
all our patrons make one more effort to secure
subscribers to The Etude, and at same time come
in possession of a nucleus for a musical library.
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF
MUSICIANS’ PROSPECTUS.
The Prospectus of the A. C. M. is at last issued,
and is now in the hands of several thousand of
the leading teachers and musicians, conservatories,
schools of music and institutions of learning all
over the land, Would that it might be placed in
every family in the land where there is any appre-
ciation for the divine art, or any effort being made
to study it.
Though containing only 36 pages, the Prospec-
tus is the epitome of an amount of work which
will suggest itself, to any one who will think of it
thirty seconds, as nothing short of prodigious.
But what a grand stimulus it presents to those
who wish to attain a high ideal
!
It will prompt musicians, irresistibly, to a course
of self-examination, and, no doubt, stir thousands
to renewed effort to round themselves out accord-
ing to its proportions. But, more important than
this, what a grand means of eucouragment it will
become if every teacher tries to hold up the ideal
presented in this Prospectus before his or her
pupils ! Teachers should lose no time in securing
a sufficient number of copies to enable them to
place a copy in the hands of every pupil in their
classes, fully explaining to them its scope
.
and
meaning, and ever thereafter keeping the idea
fresh in their minds, that, sooner or later, accord-
ing to their industry and persevering painstaking,
they should submit the results of their studies at
an A. C. M, examination. None but the most
stolid and indifferent will fail to respond, with
freshly enkindled ambition, to such a suggestion.
It will supply to them an ideal or goal toward
which to work, which will lighten the efforts of
the teacher, and produce results perhaps otherwise
unattainable.
If every pupil were possessed of a copy, it would
go into just those families which, in all the musical
public, are the most deeply interested in the cause
of musical education, duly posting them as to what
their children should work toward, and thus the
cause of true musical art would receive a new and
owerful impetus. It would enable teachers to
old both parents and pupils up to a high ideal,
and inspire - them with a proper respect for the art
of music, and point out- to them that music cannot
be mastered in “ half an hour ” with the aid~of a
“ musical chart,” or in a “ three months’ course of
lessons by my new method.”
From all over the country there have been
coming gratifying letters inquiring about the re-
quirements (now fully explained in the Pros-
pectus) from those thinking about applying for
examination at the inaugural examinations, June
29th, in Boston, showing that there are many who
wish to prove that they are able to meet the re-
quirements of “good musicianship.” Others feel
that, while they might be able to pass a portion
of the examination, they might possibly fail in
some other portion. Therefore, we predict a new
era in the study of music which has never been
equaled in the past, and if not a single examina-
tion is ever held by the A. C. M. Examiners, an
amount of good, through the stimulus afforded by
this Prospectus, will have been accomplished well
worth the trouble and pains which the work has
involved. In the Prospectus we have a practical
ideal set up before musicians and their pupils,
which will work great things in the' musical de-
velopment of this country, independent of the
examinations which will be held. They will have
before them continually, in tangible form, a chart
by which to trim their sails and steer their course,
and another decade or two will witness the rise of
a new race of musical navigators, who will more
triumphantly ride “the waves of sound,” and
more thoroughly “ sound the depths of music ”
than those who walk the decks in this day of
lesser things.
The Etude urges upon every teacher and
musician the importance of sustaining the efforts
of the College of Musicians, fiojt only by preparing
for the examination themselvesMmtJby constantly
inciting their pupils to look forward to the day
when their work shall be sufficiently advanced to
be worth submitting it to a comparison' with the
ideal set forth in this Prospectus. In no way can
they better begin this work than by presenting
each pupil with a copy.
TH 15 59
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SOME HINTS CONCERNING
PIANO TEACHING.
Auers® the multitude of piano pupils, a small ratio,
only, belong to the class who are endowed with extraordi-
nary aptitude for music, and the percentage of those un-
fortunate beings “ who have no music whatever in their
souls” is also correspondingly small. The great mass of
students possess sufficient natural qualifications to under-
stand music, and become moderately good performers.
I presume that every experienced teacher can testify to
the above fact. To the average pupil, therefore, I will
now devote a few thoughts, hoping they may be of inter-
est and assistance to some young and inexperienced
teacher among the large family of readers of The Etude.
Every teacher should be endowed with good common
sense, and a considerable knowledge of human nature,
in addition to that of music. No matter how young the
beginner, he will form his own opinion of his teacher,
and that very quickly.
The first impression is often a lasting one, and of para-
mount importance to future success. To win the heart
of his pupil must, therefore, be a teacher’s first endeavor.
My first music lesson rises vividly before me. Almost
breathless with excitement and expectation, I awaited my
teacher’s coming. At last the door-bell rang
;
an aroma
of stale tobacco smoke filled the little parlor, and be-
fore me stood a short, thick-set man, with a very red face
and nose, bald head, and short, grizzly mustache. Prof.
S. did not require many preliminaries, not he. He began
by admonishing me, poor little trembling wretch, “To
mind and work hard, for, if I did not, the Lord should
have mercy,” and by way of gentle emphasis he shook
his heavy walking-stick over my head, glaring fiercely at
me all the time from under -his shaggy eyebrows. The
amount of enthusiasm and love for music this mode of
procedure inspired in me, may be imagined.
At the very outset a habit of correct and systematic
practice should be formed in the pupil. If the latter be
very young, a competent person should daily supervise
his practice for at least one year. The sooner, however,
he can be safely left to his own resources, the better.
Another important matter is to cultivate the thinking
and reasoning power within the student. Long expla-
.naiipnj and elucidations are of little value, for he gene-
rally will make no effort to comprehend them, and they
will pass out of his mind as soon as he goes forth from
his lesson to some other occupation. Let the pupil give
the explanations, and ask him questions for information,
but do not forget to give him plenty of time to collect his
thoughts, so as to be able to give an intelligent answer.
For a young scholar a regular instruction book is un-
doubtedly better suited then Etudes with corresponding
finger exercises. Among the great mass of piano-
methods published in this country, there are but few
thoroughly adapted to primary instruction. The majority
are sadly deficient in the most important part—the ele-
mentary
;
the exercises succeeding each other in abrupt
and unsystematic order, thus diverting the mind of the
pupil from the real aim sad end—a strict legato style
—
which must always serve as a basis for true piano play-
ing. Some of the German methods are too rigid and
uninteresting, and others, however excellent, are so
strongly identified with the German national element,
that they do not appeal to the heart and interest of the
American child. It is sincerely to be hoped that the
efforts made by The Etude will result in bringing forth
a model method for primary piano instruction.
A beginner should be made to play his five-finger ex-
ercises from memory, so as to enable him to concentrate
his attention on the position of his hands and on the
touch.
The habit of introducing the scales at almost the very
beginning is practiced by a surprisingly large number of
teachers. This is radically wrong, and entirely unneces-
sary, as the tiara of the student can be much better and
more profitably employed by stationary and movable five*
finger exercises, which do fact require the putting of the
|
come established in a correct touch and good legato,
scale practice may commence, and should be steadfastly
and unremittingly adhered to. After the student has
thoroughly mastered the scales in all the various similar
and contrary motions, their rhythmical study may begin,
thus enabling* the teacher to furnish him with material
for practice in almost endless variety.
A great many teachers also overload their pupils with
so-called Etudes, usually of the “Czerny” style. As in
many, probably the majority of cases, the children are
attending school, and their time for practice is necessa-
rily limited, such a course is certainly not advisable.
If the teacher has once succeeded in having the scholar
go through a regular daily course of technical exercises,
Etudes are scarcely necessary, and should be confined to
such as will tend to develop taste, expression, the art of
phrasing, etc. Short Etudes are greatly preferable to
long ones, for a variety of reasons.
A scholar possessing considerable technic, but at
the same time a depraved taste, always requires the most
careful handling, and the greatest ingenuity on the part
of the teacher.
It is difficult to understand, nevertheless it is often the
case, why people who are well read in the best literature
have no desire to hear or play good music. In many
instances, deficiency in musical taste and culture results
from lack of opportunity to hear good music ; but the
fault undoubtedly lies generally with the teacher. To
immediately plunge such a pupil into a sea of classical
music would unquestionably result in complete disaster.
A far better and more diplomatic course would be to in-
dulge him to some extent, and make the change for the
better a gradual one. The teacher should, moreover,
continually urge upon him the necessity of hearing good
music, to attend and take part in reunions, and should
not forget to make him acquainted with musical history
and literature.
Wonderful results are often achieved by good common
sense, and intelligent management on the part of the
teacher. J. J. Hallsteadt.
Chicago College of Music.
Marion, Alabama.
Mr. Tkeo. Presses.
Dear Sir.— 1 am so much behind the times that I must
confess that I was startled when my attention was called
to the discussion on the subject of “ German fingering
versus American fingering.” It was news to me. I did
not know that there were any teachers of any reputation
who had anything to do with the “ American fingering.”
This, doubtless, is accounted for by the fact that none
of the editions of The Etude, or anything else that I use,
ever come to me with American fingering. If my music
dealer .should send me anything like Ru.lak’s “ Octave
Studies,” for example, with American fingering, I should
think that he was trying to palm off some second-class
thing on me, and wcnTd not hesitate to send it back to
him. I can say, honestly, that if there is a single edition
of the studies and pieces that I use, which may be found
in American fingering, I am ignorant of it.
I cannot agree with those wh > claim that it is well to use
both methods, so that the pupil need never be confused
when he finds either. Any person of ordinary br.ins
may learn in three minutes the difference between the
two fingerings, so that, if the emergency does come, he
need not suffer embarrassment. But if a person is to
accustom himself to follow the marked fingering rapidly,
so that he can, at first reading, alino-t unconsciously
finger his difficult passages correctly he is sure to do this
much more easily by adhering constantly to one method.
He must learn to associate the very figure employed wiih
j
a certain finger without stopping to reason it out, or
count his fingers from the thumb.
I see no reason why either method may claim any
special preference over the other, if we consider them in
themselves merely. They are both simple enough.
But as I cannot believe in teaching both indiscriminately,
believing that one method is better than two, as I find
the best editions of the best music published with German
fingering, and as I feel sore that tne best masters of the
art of fingering will continue to employ the German fin-
gering, I cannot, for a moment, think of giving counte-
nance to the claims made by the would-be revolutionists,
whoever they may be. I am hot opposed to progress,
but I can see no adv d i
Dear Editor.—What a grand thing for qs it would
have been if the wisdom of our ancestry had been suffi- -
cienf, to foresee/tlie needs of the present generation !
How often ^present calamity may be traced to a bit of
ignorance or Carelessness on the part of some one, long,
long ago. The matter of mixed fingering, jss it exists in
this country to-day, is one of these lamentable instances
of traditional error.
Is it expedient or possible to make an abrupt < bange ?
Certainly, no. Veri y, we are reminded of that law ex-
pounded on Sinai, that begin neth as follows: “ The
iniquities of the fathers are visited ” We learn from this
that we must suffer things as they are until, by the inevit-
able Jaw of progression and change, all the old shall pass
away, and only the new remain in its stead. Agitation
is all right. Blast away ! The foundation of ignorance
and error shall tumble by and by.
.
Thousands of editions of music are published in this
country and in England in American (?) fingering, and
t he only objection that can be raised against it is that the
methodical German and the sarcastic Frenchman come
over and point their five fingers at us poor greenhorns,
and say, “ Bah, you all thumbs, you English Yankee
tnendoodles 1 ”
The finger-marks on a page of music, if carefully placed
there, are very us ful, and. in fact, indispensable to the
learner. But it is absolutely immaterial what marks be
employed to represent the fingers.
I believe, as a general rule, it is best to go with the
crowd
; at least, it is natural to do so. I was bred on
American fingering ; later on I heard some strong opin-
ions expressed in favor of the foreign kind, and I took an
especial delight, thereafter, in curing myself of the most
egregious blunder of my youth. But, alas 1 all my
studies, and most of my classics, were all over crosses.
Oh, that ugly thumb, how I despised the name of ill I
could not, trade off my library nor could I buy a new one
;
so after fuming about awhile over the matter. I set me
down and recalled my mother tongue. How good-
naturedly the little crosses peeped out at me again ! and
really it did seem so homelike to think of my dear four
fingers once more. Well, the result of the whole matter
was, I acquired a ready knowledge of both methods, and
can read either with equal facility.
When a pupil first comes to me. I ask, “ How many
fingers have you ? five or four'?” The answer determines
my selection of a study. I never oblige a pupil to change
at the outset. I would seldom mark over a piece. I
have had pupils to do this to illustrate the difference in
the two methods, when I wished to effect a change in their
system of digital enumeration. All my advanced pupils
read ei: tier kind of fingering equally well. I start oat-all
beginners on the five-finger plan : thus you can detect my
preference. I mean to reform the whole city in this re-
spect and many others, but must ask a little time if you
please. Yours, progresses gradu&l
,
D. D. F. Bryant.
St. Paul, Minn.
Dear Etude. —It does n,ot seem as if any words of
mine could assist in abolishing English, sometimes called
American, fingering. And yet when the heart is so full
on a subject it is difficult to be quiet.
My pupils and I, in the ear y years of my teaching,
have been, indeed, victims to belgiiied, in trying to be
equally ready in both systems.
I’he subject has been ably discussed in The Studs, in
saying that we might as well have two systems of notation
and two names for the same city. We all know how
strong force of habit is, and how short life is ; then why
not. u*e every means to simplify and make clear all study.
If a teacher is not on the alert in teaching both modes
of fingering, he will, in changing fiom one pupil who uses
•j-, 1, 2, 3, 4, to a pupil who uses 1, 2. 3, 4, 5, be con-
stantly correcting himself for calling a finger by a wrong
name, thereby confusing his pupil and mortifying himself.
Again, there is no comparison between the c 'in fort one
takes with a pupil who never knew any except foreign
fingering and the stumbling of one who has changed
from the English to the German. All our best music
comes to us with the German fingering and sooner or
later our pupils must learn it. No one taught the
German fingering ever has to change to the America:
Then why afflict pupils with a fingering which tney
must unlearn, for affliction it is, when the change from
one to the other takes place?
If I can be forgiven for having ta
* L u I ahaling through mistake!! duty, s !
Whatever influence I may possess
shall be, in favor of one system
‘
be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
IpWhen a pupil demurs in regard t
man fingering. I say to her, “ You c
third finger, German) your middle fin
Pupil says, “Yes,” ofcourse.
Well, teachers of both American and Germa
ing tilwav8 call that finger the middle finger,
that be the middle finger if yon have but four finger
Pupil sees the inconsistency and adopts the Ger
fingerin
G
—^mrsfion!. and ^nstvcr*;.
Ques.—Would you oblige me by answering in the
February or March Etude what you think of S. Sechter’s
“ Manual ofHarmony” ? Which do you consider the best
text-book or ‘‘Manual of Harmony” for present use,
combining the old? I have Emery’ sand Richter’s.—J, D.
Ans.—Sechter’s “ Harmony ” is useful and interesting,
especially as supplementary to Richter. You will do
well to read Weitzmann’s “ Musical Theory ’’ and Gcet-
scbius’ “Harmony,” entitled, “The Material used in
Musical Composition.” Each has strong points, and so
have W. H. Dana’s and Geo. W. Howard’s very
practical text-books. There is no harmony yet published
in English which is abreast with modern practice. If
you read German, get Dr. Hugo Riemann’s “ Die Natur
der Harmonik,” and follow it up with his “ Skizze einer
neuen Methode der Harmonie-Lehre.” The former has
been translated into English by Mr. J. C. Fillmore, who
has also written “New Lessons in Harmony” on the
basis of Riemann’s ideas. Neither is yet published, but
The Etude will soon publish Mr. Fillmore’s two works.
His “ New Lessons in Harmony” will be commenced in
March issue.
Ques.—I would like to ask a question to be answered
by The Etude, which is : Is it considered necessary or
advisable to continue the daily practice of “scales”
when a pupil is sufficiently advanced to pursue the studies
of Bach and Moscheles ? Are not the studies of Heller,
especially Op. 45, considered among the best for culti-
vating style and expression in piano playing, also a few
of Loschhorns’ “ Etudes.”— C.
Ans.—Daily scale practice is useful to even the great-
est virtuosi, especially with accents, such as are recom-
mended in Mason’s “ Piano-forte Technics.” Heller’s
“ Etudes ” are valuable for style and expression, and so are
some of Loschhorns’. There is an excellent selection of
Heller studies, with a few short extracts from Haydn, Mo-
zart and Schumann, well edited by W. S. B. Mathews.
They are preceded by an admirable statement of the doc-
trine of phrasing and interpretation as an introduction.
They are called “Studies in Phrasing, Memorizing and
Interpretation,” and are to be heartily commended for
teaching purposes. They can be procured at the office
of The Etude.
Ques.—I have to trouble you with a few questions, and
hope you will oblige me with answers to them. 1. Must
a musical manuscript for publication be necessarily writ-
ten on one side of the page only, or can it be written on
both sides? 2. In using ruled music paper for a manu-
script, where text is used occasionally, can the text be
written on separate paper, and directions marked on the
manuscript where to insert the paragraphs, or is it neces-
sary to write music and text in regular order?—E. W. K.
Ans.—1. Copy for printers’ use should always be written
on one side of the sheet only. 2. Yes. The text may
be on a separate sheet.
Ques.—In Schumann’s “ Jagdlied,” Op. 82, how do
you count the 38 and 45 measures ? The time is f , but
there are only with figure 2 over the last two. I do
not understand, and would like explained at earliest
convenience ?—E. L. . »
,
Ans.—
C
ount two in a measure, giving a triplet to one
count, and two-eighth notes to the other. The f time
carr best be counted as two triplets all through the
piece.
Ques.— 1. Will you please send me names, price, etc., of
about 10 Grand concert pieces for piano solo, by Liszt,
Thalberg and others, that you can recommend as fine?
2. Also the best course of highest grade (solid Technic)
grand finishing exercises that include a complete set of
scales in double thirds and sixths, etc. Would you ad-
vise me to use Czerny, Op. 834, virtuositat, Or can you
recommend something better? I shall be under many
obligations to you for answering above.—A. J. M.
Ans.—1. Use Thalberg’s “ Home, Sweet Home” and
Don Juan Fantasie, Liszt’s Rigoletto, Waldesrauschen,
2d, 6th and 12th Hungarian Rhapsodies, Moszkowski’s
Tarantella and Polonaise, Brassm’s arrangements of
“ The Magic Fire Scene ” and “ Siegmund’s Love Song,”
Valse Caprice, Rubinstein. 2. Czerny’s Op. 834 is use-
ful, but it may fairly be questioned whether you will not
get better results by concentrating your technical work
on special points, using, say, Mason’s “Piano-forte
Technics.” Then you can give more time to real mnsic.
But if you must have studies, you had better make selec-
tions from Tausig’s edition of Clementi’s “ Gradus ad
Parnassum ” to suit your needs, and also from Chopin’s
Etudes, Op. 10 and Op. 25.
Ques.—
B
e kind enough to give me in your columns an
idea ofhow togrademy school. Iwish to give prizes at end
of term, and want to give them in each grade
;
also, what
points in teaching should follow each other in order to
have a thorough, clear system of instruction, so that the
pupil’s mind may be fully prepared by the one to receive
the next idea, without there being a vacancy of too much
of that which is so advanced that the mind® cannot yet
grasp it. What I want is a systematic, instructive plan of
teaching. I have a very clear, comprehensive style, but
it is entirely original, and I don’t feel altogether satis-
fied, for I labor to place the art to an advantage instead
of disadvantage ?—K. K.
Ans.—Your question is too large to be answered in a
letter. Any good instruction book, like Mason and Hoad-
ley’s “ EasyySystem,” or Urbach’s “ Prize Method,”
will take your pupils systematically up to a certain point.
Then use Mason’s “ Piano-forte Technics ” and Mathews’
“Studies in Phrasing, Memorizing and Interpretation,”
selecting other pieces according to the especial needs of
each pupil. I emphasize this last point, because of a
frequent tendency to run all pupils into the same groove.
A “ system ” may be a good or a bad thing, as it is used.
No two pupils are alike, and all routine teaching is apt
to be bad teaching. The best way to grade is to set a
certain standard of attainment both as to amount and
quality of work. This standard will depend on how
many grades you make. You will find an extremely sug-
gestive article on the subject of graduating courses, by
W. S. B. Mathews, in The Etude for December, 1886.
Ques.—1. For beginners, is it better to use a small book
preparatory for Plaidys’“ Technical Studies”? If so, can
you recommend Czerny’s “ Method Practique,” or any
thing better for that purpose ?—A. M.
Ans.—According to our experience, it is extremely
tedious, dull work to give a beginner a purely technical
study like Plaidys, which is apt to result in much mutual
discouragement. Our best teachers, we believe, have
made a similar observation, and accordingly have elimi-
nated various “ methods ” or “ books of instruction,”
more or less meritorious
;
the aifn in all these books being
to diversify the course of study by interspersing amid the
dry gymnastics, little buds and blossoms of melody to
interest and please the musical nature of the child.
There are several of these books that are especially well
arranged. You may use Urbach’s “Prize Method,”
Mason & Hoadley’s “ System for Beginners,” Lebert &
Stark, “ First Book,” etc., or the very best way is to
write for the pupil all the requisite technical exercises,
and have each committed to memory and played daily,
and repeatedly from memory, first with the eyes on the
fingers, later, with theWes closed and the “spirit eyes”
guiding the hamfr~^6tation should be taught from a
blackboard, and the art of “ music-reading ” should be-
gin with some very easy pieces. Pieces that present
some complete musical form, such, for example, are the
little pieces from Schumann’s Op. 68, recently appearing
in The Etude. A perfect mine ofthese pieces will be found
analyzed in Ridley Prentice’s “Musician,” tffcom which
the above named pieces are taken.
Such a course will be found far better than Czerny’s
“ Method Practique.”
Ques.—2. Is Lobe’s “ Catechism ” as good as any
book of the kind for beginners ?
Ans.—Palmer’s “ Primer” is to be preferred above
all similar catechisms heretofore published.
Ques.—3. Does Grove’s “ Dictionary” give the pro-
nunciation of composers’ names?
Ans.—It does not. The new work published by
T. 0. Jones, entitled, “Dictionary of American and For?
eign Music and Musicians,” orW. S. B. Mathews’ “How
to Understand Music,” would serve^your purpose.
hand, you may write the exercise on any figure (the
scale is the best) as follows : Write in f time. In one
hand three quarter notes, counting two on each
;
in the
other, two dotted quarter notes, counting three on each,
thus
:
J
Play very slowly at first, accenting
Ques.
—
4. How can I obviate an elevated wrist with
depressed first joints and knuckles ?
Ans.—In plain Irish, “By lowering it.” The habit
you refer to is most usually noticed in small hands, and
is the result of “ straining for octaves.” It often grows
to a deformity equaled in appearance only by the “ Gre-
cian Bend.’’ Such a wrist is usually flexible enough
when broken down, which must be done by pressing
upon the keystone of the arch until it gives way. The
fingers will always be found to be in deplorably weak and
stiffened condition.
If we understand your meaning, the top line of the band
one and restraining the accent on three
,
and by increasing
the tempo the triplet will soon stand out clear and smooth.
Get your triplet right, and the two equal notes will usually
fall in correctly. Another good drill is to play two or
three measures in the one hand (triplets) rapidly, and
then alternate similarly with the left hand (twos), then
without pausing dash into the passage with both hands.
Schubert’s Serenade is a good study for this, also,
Mendelssohn Lieder, Op. 53, No. 2. At first, the pupil
should play one hand, the teacher the other; in this way
the ear may be cultivated to hear the exact division, and
thus avoid the usual “hiatus ” that is apt to interrupt the
flow of the triplets. Pages 61 and 62, Palmer’s “Primer”
will prove valuable reading in this connection.
Ques.—Please tell me through The Etude which is
the heaviest and loudest piece of music ever played on
the piano.— G. T. C,
Ans.—Your question is hard to answer. The Herr
Doctor Franz Liszt is responsible for a good deal of
piano banging on the part of players who appreciate
the fff marks in his pieces more fully than any other
directions of his. The weight and loudness of a piece
depend fully as much on the muscular strength and
thickness of skull of the player as on the intentions of
the composer.
Ques.
—
I have been using Wood’s “ Gymnastics for
the Fingers,” and find it is simply impossible to make my
fingers do what he requires. He says, pot the little finger
against the palm of the hand, and keep the other fingers
perfectly straight
;
and they won’t do it. Do you know
whether he intends to hold them in place with the other
hand, or approximate the position without help?—E.
L. S.
Ans.—The difficult positions of Wood’s “ Finger and
Wrist Gymnastics,” Sections 1 and 3, can only be ap-
proximated at first. The positions are drawn perfectly,
and are to be imitated as nearly as possible. However
crude the effort may be, the benefit to the muscles
stretched is as great as if any given position were perfectly
taken. A short time will make a great difference in the
position ofeven the most obstinate hand. The exercises
are all independent, except those in section 7, and are to
be controlled entirely by the will, the “secret ” of all
successful technic.
is something like this
:
'‘fpoffln
Curve
'*»r.
the first joint out, bringing the pressure to bearing on the
end of the finger, the nail touching the key
;
bear down
on the wrist until the back of the hand presents a straight
line, sloping a very trifle forward from the centre of the
wrist to the middle joint. Use staccato exercises to
loosen and strengthen the ligaments of the knuckle joints.
Liszt’s well-known two-linger exercise is admirably
adapted to this purpose.
Ques.—-Please tell me the best way to learn to play
two notes in one hand against three in the other.
Ans.—Lebert & Stark, Book II, p. 225, No. 7, give an
excellent Etude for this object. Ifyou have not this at
In answer to a call signed by C. R. Adams, J.
S. Dwight, Julius Eichberg, G. W. Chadwick, S.
A. Emery, Carl Faelten, Arthur Foote, J. W. Hill,
B. J. Lang, Calixa Lavallee, Louis Maas, G. L.
Osgood, J. C. D. Parker, Carlyle Petersilea, E.
Tourjee, G. E. Whiting, S. B. Whitney and Carl
Zerrahn, a meeting of the professional musicians
of Boston and vicinity was held at the Hotel
Brunswick on the evening of Friday, February
19th- About fifty responded to the invitation.
The meeting was called to order by Mr. Arthur
Foote, -who was then elected chairman of the meet-
ing; Mr. O. B. Brown being made secretary.
After a few remarks by Mr. Foote, briefly stating
the objects of the meeting, Mr. A. A. Stanley,
President of the M. T. N. A., was introduced, and
made an interesting speech, in which he gave the
history of the Association from its inception, ten
years ago, and spoke in some detail of its various
purposes, under the heads of Church Music, Music
in the Public Schools, the Copyright question, the
production of Compositions by American compo-
sers, etc. On motion of Mr. C. R. Adams, a com-
mittee was appointed to obtain the money neces-
sary for the two orchestral concerts, which are to
be devoted to American works. After some further
remarks by Mr. Chadwick and Mr. Lavallee, the
meeting was adjourned. A large majority of those
present enrolled themselves as members, and a
number of subscriptions were obtained toward the
Orchestral Concerts.
Mr. Henry L.Higginson, 40 State street, Boston,
has kindly consented to act as treasurer of the
orchestral fund, and any who may wish to con-
tribute to that object are requested to send their
checks to him.
Mozart Recital. Minnesota Academy
,
Owatonna. Miss
E. M. Rich, Teacher.
1. Duet, Sonata in C, No. 2 ; 2. Piano Solo, Figaro ;
3. Vocal Solo, Who Treads the Path of Glory; 4. Duet,
Minuet, Trio, Finale, from Symphony in E flat
;
6.
Sketch of the Life of Mozart
;
6. Fantasia in C
;
7.
Holden’s Silver Quartette, Magic Flute
;
8. Vocal Solo,
Almighty God, when Bound Thy Shrine
;
9. Pastoral
Variations; 10. Duet, Overture to Don Juan; 11.
Chorus, Gloria from Twelfth Mass.
Philadelphia Conservatory of Music. R. C. Schirmer
,
Director.
1. Sonate, Piano and Violin, Klicken
;
2 . Piano Solo,
Impromptu, Op. 90, No. 3, Schubert; 3. Vocal Solo,
Recitativ and Aria from Iphigenie auf Tauris, Gluck;
4. Piano Solo, (a) Dance Villagoise, Boely
; (6) Gavotte,
Niemann
;
6. Piano Solo, Straniera, Thalberg
;
6.
Piano Solo, (a) Nocturne, Chopin; (b ) Walzer, Rein-
hold
;
7. Vocal Solo, Liebesgluck, W. Spohr
;
8. Piano
Solo, Marche Militaire, E flat, Schubert. (Tausig).
Detroit (Mich.) Conservatory of Music. J. H. Hahn
,
Director.
1. (a) Des Abends (Evening), ( b ) Aufschwung (Exal-
tation), Schumann; 2. Song, Forgetfulness, Tosti
;
3.
Trio for Violins, Op. 99, Dancla
;
4. Song, (a) Vorsatz,
Lassen; (6) “When Thou Sleepest,” Kjerulf ; 5. (a)
Souffrance, Ravina
; ( b ) The Chase, Rheinberger; 6.serge ; b
Petite Fantaisie March, for Violin, Op. 126, No. 6,
Dancla; 7. Song, Marie, Jensen; 8. Concerto in C
~r’ Minor, Mozart. (No. 18, Cotta Edition.)
Piano- Student Recital by Pupils of Mr. Edgar H, Sher-
wood, Rochester, N. Y.
Anemone (Rondeau), E. H. Sherwood
;
Eld Frolics,
No. 3, A. Parlante ; 1st Tarantelle, S. B. Mills ; Pas-
quinade, L. M. Gottschalk
;
(a) Pastorale, Op. 21, No. 4,
Wilson G. Smith
; (b ) Loure, from 3d cello suite, Bach-
Heinze
;
(a) L&st Night, Halfdan Kjeralf
;
(b) Romance,
W. de Rothschild
;
lere. Valse. Balan (just pub-
—^^ished), Calixa Lavallee
;
Bleib bei mir (Stay with Me),
Franz Abt
;
La Sylphide (caprice), Op. 19, J. M. Wehli
;
O, Loving Heart, Trust on, L. M. GottMialk
;
(a) Ro-
mance (just published), Mine. Helen Hopekirk
; ( b
)
Polonaiae-XA-Minor) . new, E. H. Sherwood; (c) V&lse
Poetique (Sospiro), L. M. Gottschalk; Valse Song, Se-
lected.
Western College, Toledo
,
Iowa. Herbert Oldham
,
Di-
rector of Music.
1. Piano Duet, Trot de Cavalier, F. Spindler
;
2.
Vocal Solo, “ Sweet Flowers I Bring,” Gounod; 3.
Essay, Subject, “ Mendelssohn ;” 4. Piano Solo, “ Work-
men’s March,” Mendelssohn ; 5. Piano Solo, Leider No.
26, Mendelssohn ; 6. Vocal Duet, “The Lord is my Shep-
herd,” G. Smart; 7. Vocal Soli, (a) “Jerusalem, Jeru-
salem,” (6) “ Be thou faithful unto death,” Mendelssohn
;
8. Piano Solo, Leider, 34 and 36, Mendelssohn ; 9.
Vocal Solo, “ I know that my Redeemer liveth,” Handel
10. Piano Solo, Andante and Rondo, Op. 14, Mendels-
sohn
;
11. Vocal Trio, * The Mariners,” Randegger.
Piano Recitals by the Pupils of H. A. Kelso, Paxton,
111.
1. Mother’s Song, Pattison
;
2. Duetto, Mendelssohn
;
3. If on the Meads, Gumpert
;
4. Polka Mazurka,
Loeschhorn
;
6. Sonta Pathetique, Beethoven
;
6. The
Scapegrace
;
7. Second Nocturne, Leschetizky
;
8.
Spring Song, Mendelssohn
;
9. The Knot of Blue and
Gray; 10. (a) Prelude and fugue, C Minor, Bach; (b)
Grillen (whims), Schumann
;
(c) Valse de Concert, Op.
3, No. 1, Wieniawski.
Vassar College, School of Music. Dr. F. L. Ritter,
Director.
1. (a) Madrigal, “ Gome, Let us Join the Roundelay,”
Beale
; (6) Glee, Nymphs of the Forest, Horsley ; 2.
Sonata, F sharp Minor, Op. 11, Schumann; 8. Glee,
“The long day closes,’ 2 Sullivan; 4. (a) Impromptu, A
flat, (b) Nocturne, D flat, (c) Ballade, G Minor, Chopin
6. Indian Serenade, “ I Arise from Dreams ofThee, F.
L. Ritter
;
6. Glee, The Letter, Hatlon
; 7. (o) Toccata, D
—
*flSf7*Mayer
; (6) Slumber Song, Weber-Liszt; 8. Glee,
“Sleep, Gentle Lady,” Bishop; 9. Rhapsodic Hon-
gr&ise, No. 12, Liszt.
American Composer. Calixa Lavallee, Boston.
Pensee d’Amour ; Mazurka Caprice, Op. 25, W. G.
j Smith. Gavotte Moderne. Op. 11: AlbumLeaf, Op. 18
Grand Valse de Concert, Op, IS^Emil Liebling. Vocal
:
''
,
It was a Lover and His Lass; The Pleasant Summer’s
\ Come; Milk Mud’s Song, -Arthur Foote. Suite for
Piano and Violoncello, (Ms. ), Calixa Lavallee. Album
i iff
FINGERING OF THE SCALES.
A FE# SIMPLE RULES TO ASSIST THE MEMORY.
So much paper is wasted in printing scales, page after
page, in instruction books, that I venture to send you a
synopsis that I have used for years successfully, and which
pupils can easily memorize. *
As there are seven different notes in each diatonic
scale, and the first, second and third fingers always play
two notes each, there remains but one note to be struck
by the fourth finger. If this finger is correctly used, there
can be no mistake in fingering any scales.
The following rules are complete for the major scales :
Right hand, fourth finger:
1st. Right hand fourth finger always comes on A sharp
or B flat whenever it occurs on a scale*.
2d. When that key ( or B|2) is not used in a scale,
the right hand fourth finger comes on the subtonic or
seventh note of the scale.
Left hand, fourth finger :
1st. In the three enharmonic scales 5 § or 7 \l ; 6 ^ or
6 [z
;
7 or 5 fct, it strikes or G[z.
2d. In the scales of 2, 3 and 4 flats it strikes the sub-
dominant or fourth note. '
3d. In all other scales it strikes the supertonic or
second note.
Harmonic minor scales are fingered just like the majors
of the same name (not the relative keys), except the fol-
lowing :
Right hand, F|| minor, minor, where the fourth
finger strikes the supertonic or second note.
Left hand, Ejz or D# minor, when it strikes the
mediant or third note, and or A$ minor, when it
strikes the submediant or sixth note.
As this system is complete and concise, I hope it may
lessen the labors of my professional brethren.
R. De Roode.
[For The Etude.]
THE SIMPLICITY OF TECHNIC.
CHAPTER I.
In view of the multitude of exercises^and of the great
quantity of study and of practice required to acquire a
good Technic
,
persons are apt to imagine that there is
something mysterious and connected with high philosophy
about it.
Perhaps it is well for a teacher to affect a mystery with
his pupil, and to impress upon him the very great differ-
ence in musical intellect between teacher and taught. It
seems, however, still better to explain the “why” of
things
; ato show the necessity of finger training, and to
prove that certain motions, long continued, invariably
render the joints flexible, the nerves and muscles perfectly
under control, and the whole playing-machine ready and
able to follow the finest gradations of taste in the mind
of the composer or the player.
The Use of Gymnastics.
If we should see, as any one can see, a West Point
cadet climbing ropes, swinging on bars, or vaulting over
a. carpenter’s horse, we might not perceive any special
connection between these tricks and fighting battles.
Yet, in two or three years, the security of that young
man’s scalp, or that of an Apache brave, may depend on
his ability to run fast, climb quickly or strike hard.
There is no very evident connection between dramming
on a table and Beethoven’s Sonatas. But there is a
dose one.
Training the First Finger.
By the “first finger” we mean the Zeigefinger, the
index finger
;
in feet, we mean thejirai finger, and not the
thumb. The first finger is composed of three bones,
fastened to each other and to a bone in the hand at three
joints, and duly provided with Cushions or pieces of
'
trolled by the brain)
;
with blood vessels) skin and a nail
and all other things that a finger needs.
The Bones Need tic Training.
Taken out of the finger, dried, and laid end to end, you
can move them any way
;
there is nothing to prevent it.
The hard flesh that fastens the bones together, that
forms the joints, and that has to give, more or less, at
every motion, needs a great deal of training.
The joints of the forefinger may be compared to rusty
hinges.
In common life we are constantly grasping and holding
things, and it is true that the joints get considerable
bending and the muscles much exercise, in a slow way,
in the acta of closing and opening the hand. Possibly
the two end joints of the finger, in this way, get most of
the training they need
;
but the knuckle-joint does not !
We very seldom (in common life) even hold the fingers
out perfectly straight, much less do we bend them up
backward. We never have occasion to throw the finger
up and down with a quick, hammer-like motion in
common life. We do it all the time in playing the piano.
The joints of a baby’s finger are usually very flexible. In
after life the comparison of the “ rusty hinge ” is a good
one for untrained joints.
To easy a rusty hinge, we bend and bend it. We bend
it very many times. We bend it as far back and forth as
it will go. We do not forget to put a little oil on it.
In order to train a finger-joint, we must bend it, bend
it thousands and tens of thousands of times
;
bend it as
far as it will go
;
bend it patiently, month after month,
and year after year, until the finger will swing on it as
easily as if all the flesh were made of floss silk or of the
most flexible india-rubber.
Human flesh, in the form of ligament and cartilage, is
not like the rust on a hinge, that turns, in a few minutes,
into smooth iron or brass. Human flesh changes slowly,
grain by grain, as it is pressed upon, pulled and strained
upon, and worn out. The healing blood comes in, drop
by drop, and builds up new, better, more flexible and
longer ligament or tissue
;
but it does it very slowly.
Here appears the nonsense of the theory of those who
profess to “teach the piano in twenty lessons.” As Will
teach a child of five to be ten years old in twenty weekly-
lessons.
How Shall We Bend the Finger f
Take hold of the finger with your disengaged hand and
bend it. That will do for the extreme motions. But the
finger has very nice muscles of its own, that run ’up
through the hand, wrist and arm, to the neighborhood of
the elbow. These muscles all need exercise.
Place your arm and hand flat on a table. Now draw
the fingers together as if you were drawing a lot ofcrumbs
into a heap under your hand. All the finger tips touch
the table; the thumb lies flat; so does the wrist and
the arm.
Now raise the finger, bending the knuckle-joint as
much as possible. Now tap smartly on the table. Do
this again and again, until your finger is quite tired.
No Exercise is Really Effective that does not Tire You.
Perhaps you can strike one hundred times before rest-
ing. In a few days you may be able to strike one hun-
dred and' fifty times, and, as time goes on, .you may be
able to strike, without stopping, two hundred, then three
hundred, four hundred, five hundred, six hundred, and
finally, after some years, one thousand times without rest-
ing. Then the finger is perfectly trained to strike any
music that was ever written.
Remember that yon must not rest at all until the last
stroke.
If yon are tired of drumming on a table, drum on
-a
book, a fence, a plate, a rock, a drum, a pane of glass, or,
ifyou wish to, on a piano key. One is as good as the other.
This is all that Liszt or any other great player ever did
to train the first finger to strike. This, or something
that amounts to this, is all that any one can ever do to
train the forefinger to strike.
Just as you train the forefinger, train <M the others.
The thumb needs a little different treatment " n
)>
off
[For The Etude.]
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE
PIANO-FORTE STUDENT.
There is nothing more powerful than silence.
Sympathy is more than silver or than gold.
Doubt is necessary to progress.— Chapman.
BY n. SHERWOOD VINING.
Presumption is the daughter of ignorance.
Bivarol.
Liberty, egalit6 and fraternity is a good motto
for the fingers.
Ho composition ought to be laid before the
pupil which his mind cannot fully grasp.
Cords that vibrate sweetest pleasure
Breathe the deepest notes of woe.
—
Burns.
Have the courage to acknowledge your ignor-
ance rather than seek credit for knowledge under
false pretense.
“ The Musician” cannot abide that which bor-
ders only on the “ trashy,” for teaching purposes.
—L. B. Little.
To-day we bury the ideals of yesterday ; to-
morrow we may bury those of to-day, and still we
dream on.—H. S. V.
Fancy and feeling go naturally together, and,
indeed, ought to be united
;
but such union is rare,
and is one of the surest signs of true genius.
—
Pauer.
Learning maketh young men temperate, is the
comport of old age, standing for wealth with pov-
erty, and serving as an ornament to riches.
Cicero.
The modern student should master the laws of
counterpoint, and so approach the fundamental or
massive harmonic school by the path of history.
Macfarren.
We should never lose sight of the fact that in
music we are not only teaching that which we can-
not see, but that of which we can give no idea by
any picture or drawing.—
H
olt.
For the musician the eye does more than the
ear, and the most intimate acquaintance with works
of which they have never heard a note, is, among
musicians, as common as possible.
—
Hullah.
What a mistake it is to suppose music one of
the easiest acquired of all arts ! The true musi-
cian must work all his days, and even then may
not have mastered all details of his intricate
science.
The better music is known and understood the :
more it will be valued and esteemed
;
and a love
of the higher school of musical composition is one
of the surest tests of a refined and elegant state of
society.
—
Moore.
Above all things, the pupil shoulcTmake himself
familiar with the best musical literature, by losing
no opportunity of listening to fine music, or of at-
tempting to unravel its beauty in his moments of
private leisure.—
S
tainer.
One of the errors into which most persons com-
monly fall when they attend the representation of
a new opera, consists in confounding the orna-
ments which the singers add to the melodies with
the melodies themselves, and in persuading them-
selves that the merit of music consists in these
ornaments.
—
Fetis.
I am not inclined to the sanguine belief that
such a subtle and imaginative art as that of com-
"position can be “ acquired,” by those not possessed
of the innate faculty, by simply studying from
books; hut it is certainly true, that even those
who are born to compose are not exempt from the
necessity of a earefuftraining, systematic arrange-
ment and studious development of their ideas.
It is a common saying that an instrument may be made
to talk to us; it would be more in accordance with the
musical intention that it should be made to sing to us.
The first care must be the cultivation of the touch, and
that every tone shall be clear and sweet and well sus-
tained and connected. The touch is best cultivated by
playing slowly, softly and as legato as possible. A con-
tinual loud tone is far from pleasing; it is usually hard
and harsh, and often becomes a bang. We can sympa-
hize with the parent, Wieck tells us about, when he said,
u he would rather his son should break stones than
pound the piano.” The tone should generally be soft
and full, while the occasional loud effect for contrast
should retain its sweetness.
Exercises, like the scales, cannot be practiced too
much. They may be made very interesting by varying
them by the means of accents and the contrasts of legato
and staccato, slow and fast, and loud and soft. Care
must be taken never to move any portion of the body
in sympathy with the movement of the fingers. They
cannot play rapidly and smoothly if they are not
allowed to do all the work without the least interruption.
Compel the fingers deliberately to master a difficulty
as soon as it occurs, that they may play it firmly ever
after.
Every lesson contains some difficulty which should be
the portion sought for at onee and practiced the most,
instead of being carefully ignored. The pupil knows
quickly enough what part to dread in performance, but
is slow to remedy the trouble, which is simply to practice
that portion by itself until the hardest part becomes the
easiest. It is usually the habit to go over and over the
part that runs smoothly
;
when the difficulty occurs, to
begin again and come to the trouble with the same result,
confirming the error instead of correcting it—a waste of I
time and patience.
In reading music, it is a fault to emphasize a note that
corrects a mistake. Do not hurry from one note of a
melody to the next, in order to bring out the melody,
but connect such notes by sustaining^each tone, either
with the finger or pedal, till the next is played, letting
the accompaniment be played softly, smoothly and con-
nectedly, but always subservient to the melody, which
will then be rendered clearly and satisfactorily.
Early cultivate a habit of self-criticism, and keep the
highest standard of excellence ever in view, that there
shall be no possibility of self-satisfaction impeding pro-
|
gress. Let both discouragement and praise incite to still
greater exertions. Progress is the best encouragement
and reward for every effort, and it is sure to follow earn-
est and persistent work.
The study of light music and any that depends solely
upon rhythm for its interest is a mere waste of time.
Dance music and operas, therefore, should be avoided,
and well written pieces in strict form and purely harmon-
ized should be carefully chosen from the first. An early
acquaintance with sonatinas and Mendelssohn’s “ Songs
without Words ” is advised. The most desirable course
for solid study is the classical course. Schumann wisely
, said, “Let the Well-Tempered Clavichord be your daily
food.” It is considered one of the most remarkable of
Liszt’s wonderful achievements that he early committed
all of these to memory and transposed them
;
and his ex-,
traordinary success is no doubt largely owing to this fact.
It is also of great advantage to study the best modern
composers in connection with the classical. The broad-
est culture will always include every desirable style and
school.
In playing, it is the most satisfactory to play yourself
into the piece, and not to play yourself out of the piece,
and always to play “ out of the piano rather than over it.”
Schumann said, “ When yon play, do not trouble your-
spiring a noble enthusiasm, while not disturbing that
complete repose through which alone perfect mastery is
possible.
Three things are of the most vital importance to the
well rendering of any musical composition—rhythm,
technic and expression
;
and the developing of these
three requirements, side by side, must be the object and
intention of all practice
;
while technic must be mas-
tered, it must be only as a means to an end, while expres-
sion is that end. It is said that Beethoven would always
excuse his pupils a wrong note, but the failure to give
the right expression to a phrase which indicated a want
of intelligence, he could never forgive. Mere mechani-
cal effect is a poor substitute for the true spirit and pure
essence of music.
Our instrument will become to us a means for the ex-
pression of the otherwise inexpressible, when we can
“ play,” as Schumann said, “ not only upon our in-
strument, but with it.”
‘TECHNIC” AGAIN.
Editor of The Etude.
Dear Sir.—As you invite discussion and communica-
tions on the above subject, I write to say that I have
been an interested reader and observer of the many arti-
cles (some of them very worthy ones) that have appeared,
from time to time, in The Etude, and, with all due
respect, it seems to me the matter is being rather “ over-
done,” by which I mean the tendency is, that Technic
is everything.
Now, I would not by any means decry a good Technic
;
it is very desirable, in fact, all important, and yet but
“the means to an end.” No one denies that a young
pupil or a beginner must, for some time, have daily
practice with various kinds of finger work, but after a
fair control of the finger is obtained, something that will
tax more than the finger is both desirable and profit-
able.
Volume first of your “ Short Technical Studies,
a pupil is ready for them, is worth more than three
times the same amount of time on purelyfinger exercises.
(Where is the second volume ?)* The very excellent
studies (technical) of Petersilea are another set of useful
ones, as all these not only train the fingers, bat do
much more by giving an independence to both finger and
hand that can come in no other way.
I have taught music for twenty years, and, except with
beginners, do not use finger exercises, as such, nearly as
much as at first, and with better results. Let me ex-,
plain. I have, during my experience, selected from
various sources a few that cover more ground than
Schmidt’s “ Pianist’s best Companion,” and such other
works
;
that I write in a manuscript book, and have pupils
transpose them into the different keys as they learn them,
and in so doing the old exercise serves a new purpose,
and does not become wearisome, and helps to keep a
pupil, in some measure, familiar with all the keys.
Still, another plan I have used successfully for some
time, viz
,
using music made up of finger work, largely
or wholly, such as the first Etude of Czerny, Op. 740,
having a pupil practice say, one page fifteen minutes
daily for one or two weeks
;
then the second and third in
the same manner. In this way one learns the Etude and
at the same time has good finger work. In the same
way I use some of the Preludes from the “Well-Tem-
pered Clavichord,” such as the second in C Minor, the
fifth in D and E, using only a few measures at each lesson
;
&nd, by the way, the fifth finger from the above is about
as good finger work as any one needs.
I will not occupy more of your space, bnt have given
some of my experience and methods in teaching, hoping
others may be induced to try the same ways, and think
they will find them profitable
;
for it seems to me that
teachers can be of assistance to each other by giving
results from their actual experience.
A. R. Hallett.
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and will supply all such marks of expression and interpretation as would
be considered necessary to indicate an artistic rendition of the piece
selected.
X. The Candidate will answer in writing (on a printed form furnished
by the Examiners), a series of questions in Musical Terminology, the out-
lines of Musical History as relating more particularly to Yoeal music,
and questions in regard to the elementary principles of Yocal Culture,
Respiration, Articulation of the various elements of speech, and the Pro-
nunciation of words.
XI. The Candidate will pass an examination in Musical Theory (see
Musical Theory Requirements for Associateship), general Musical His-
tory and the principles of Acoustics, corresponding to this grade of exam-
ination. #
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MUSICIANS,
PHO8PEOTU8.—Continued,
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
ASSOCIATESHIP.
I. The Candidate will evince a thorough understanding of the art of
tone-production, and satisfactorily execute a series of test-exercises (Inter-
vals, Scales, Solfeggi, etc)) having especial reference to respiration, emis-
sion of tone, and pitch.
II. The Candidate will give a satisfactory Ear-test.
III. The Candidate will be prepared to sirsg at least one selection (ac-
cording to the kind of voice) from each class given in the following list.
If the Candidate has not sufficient voice to meet the vocal requirements,
other satisfactory evidence must be given that the Candidate is competent
to impart-reliable vocal instruction.
LIST FOB SELECTION.
CLASS I.
—
Sacred Songs.
Sop. or Mezzo Sop. Turn thou.
—
Costa.
* * Come unto Me.—
L
eslie.
Sop. or Mezzo Sop. Angels ever bright and fair.—-Handel.
' If with all your hearts.
—
Mendelssohn,
i. But the Lord is mindful of his own.
—
Mendelssohn.
i. or Bar. Hope in the Lord.
—
'Handel.
“ To a heart worn and weary.—
T
osti.
Palm branches.
—
Faure.
s. Jehovah, great Jehovah.
—
Mozart.
. or Con. Cast thy bread on the waters.—
R
qekel.
•English Songs.
Goodbye.
—
Tosti.
Daydreams.
—
Blumenthal.
Sailor’s grave.
—
Sullivan.
Answers.—Blumenthal.
Knowest thou the land.
—
Thomas.
Out on the rocks. Sainton-Dolby.
Thy- sentinel am I. Watson.
The heart bowed down.—
B
alfe.
Italian Songs.
Non torno. Mattel
Ave Maria.—Luzzi.
Vorrel Morire. Tosti.
M ’appari (Martha)—
F
lotow.
. or Bar. Beatrice. Pinsuti..
Quando a te lieta (Faust).—
G
ounod,
i. Pasente Numia (Fluto Magico).
—
Mozart.
Note.
—
In addition to the above obligatory selections, the Candidate
may, if he chooses, hand in a list of such other compositions as he may
be prepared to sing at the Examination, and it is recommended that
this list be made up from the works of contemporaneous composers,
American and others. Selections from which may be called for at the
discretion of the Examiners.
IV. The Candidate will sing at sight a piece of music, to be selected
by the Examiners, of about the difficulty presented in “Impatience.”
—
Schumann.
V. The Candidate will be required to play the piano- forte accompani-
ments to the following three songs :
—
“The spray leaps high.”
—
Emery.
“ Bedouin love song.”
—
'Pease.
“Ave Maria.”—Luzzi.
VI. The Candidate will read at sight a piano-forte accompaniment of
the approximate difficulty of “ Consider the lilie3.”
—
Topliff.
VII. The Candidate will transpose extracts from the accompaniment
used in the foregoing reading-test, to a key or keys to be named by the
Examiners.
VIII. The Candidate will be prepared to read or recite one or more of
the following selections. Any other selection may be called for to be
read at/sight at the discretion of the Examiners.
“ Gray’s elegy in a country churchyard.”—
G
bay.
“Building of the ship.”—
L
ongfellow.
“The rising in 1776.”—Reads.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
FELLOWSHIP,
I. The Candidate will show an advanced proficiency, by his ability to
perform the tests required in the examination for Associateship, with
greater artistic finish.
II. The Candidate will be required to give a satisfactory Ear-test.
III. The Candidate will be prepared to sing at least one selection
(according to the kind of voice) from each class given in the following
list. If the Candidate has not sufficient voice to meet the vocal require-
ments, other satisfactory evidence must be given that the Candidate is
competent to impart reliable vocal instruction.
list for selection,
CLASS I.
—
Sacred Songs
Sop. and Mezzo Sop.
Sop.
Tenor.
Show me thy ways.—
T
orrenti.
I will extol Thee.—
C
osta.
Waft her, angels.—
H
andel.
Charity.—
F
aure.
0, rest in the Lord.—
M
endelssohn.
Light in Darkness.—
C
owen.
It is enough.—
M
endelssohn.
Why do the nations ( Messiah ).
—
Handsl.
For, behold, darkness shall cover the
earth (Messiah ) .---Hand el.
CLASS II,
Sop.
Ten.
Con. or Bass.
Con. or Mezzo Sop,
Con. or Bar.
Bar. or Bass.
Bar.
CLASS II.
—
English Songs,
Con. and Bar.
Con.
Sop. and Mezzo Sop.
The Worker.
—
Gounod.
Children’s Kingdom.
—
Blumenthal.
Because of Thee.
—
Tours.
When the heart is young.
—
Buck.
Only the sound of a Voice.
—
Watson.
The old Street Lamp. Molloy.
Yeoman’s Wedding Song. — PoniA 1
towski.
At Benediction.
—
Barri.
Life.
—
Blumenthal.
Oh, that we two were Maying.
—
Gounod.
Sing, smile, slumber.—
G
ounod.
CLASS III,
Con.
Bass.
Mezzo Sop,
CLASS III,—BALLADS, WITH ITALIAN TEXT.
1. Goodbye (in G).
—
Tosti.
2. Oh, that we two were Maying-—Gounod.
8. When the heart is young (E flat).
—
Buck.
CLASS IV.—LIEDER, WITH GERMAN TEXT.
1. Kennst du dass Land?—Liszt.
2. Ungeduld.
—
Schumann.
3. Das Madchena Klage.
—
Schubert.
CLASS V.—CHANSONS, WITH FRENCH TEXT,
1. Viens a ton balcon,—
G
elli.
2. Aimez moi.—Chopin.
3. Chantez Toujours.—Gounod.
sing at the examination, selections from which may be called for at the
discretion of the Examiners. It is recommended that this list be made
up from the works of contemporaneous composers, American and others.
IV. The Candidate will sing at sight, a piece of music to be- selected
by the Examiners, of the approximate difficulty presented in “ Hear ye,
Israel.”
—
Mendelssohn.
V. The Candidate will be prepared to play the accompaniments to the
following compositions :
—
“ It is enough.”—
M
endelssohn.
“ David Riccio’s letztes Lied.”—
R
aff.
“ Adelaide.”
—
Beethoven.
VI. The Candidate will play at sight, an accompaniment of the approxi-
mate difficulty presented in “ The Wanderer.”—
S
chubert.
VII. The Candidate will transpose extracts from the accompaniment-
used in the foregoing reading test, the key or keys to be named by the
Examiners.
VIII. The Candidate will read at sight, given stanzas in the German,
French and Italian languages, with due regard not only to the pronunci-
ation, but also to the meaning to be conveyed,
THEORETIC EXAMINATION FOR
FELLOWSHIP.
IX. In a composition to be selected by the Examiners, the Candidate
will write the analysis of its musical form (phrases, sections, periods, etc.),
and will supply all such marks of expression and interpretation, as would
be considered necessary to indicate an artistic rendition of the piece
selected.
X. The Candidate will give, in writing, a free English translation of
given sentences in the German, French and Italian languages.
XI. The candidate will answer in writing (on a printed form furnished
by the Examiners), a series of questions relating to the art of singing,
the literature of vocal music, and its distinguished composers and inter-
preters.
XII. The Candidate will pass an examination in Musical Theory, (see
Musical Theory Examination for Fellowship), general Musical History,
and the Principles of Acoustics, corresponding to this grade of examina-
tion, Examination Papers for which will be furnished at the examination,
by the Examiners in Musical Theory.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
MASTERSHIP.
I. The Candidate will evince the technical skill and artistic conception
necessary to properly interpret Vocal Works of the most exacting charac-
ter. The Solo Programme for the Mastership Examination, will therefore
be selected by the Candidate himself (according to the kind of voice), from
the following list of representative works by classic and modern com-
posers, and shall comprise at least one work in each class here named.
LIST FOR SOPRANOS.
CLASS I.—ORATORIO,'WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
• 1. Hear ye, Israel.
—
Handel.
2. With Verdure Clad (Creatibn).—"Haydn.
3. Rejoice Greatly (Messiah).—Handel.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT.
1. Ah Perfido (Fidelio).
—
Beethoven.
2. Bel Raggio (Semiramide).
—
Rossini.
3. Come vorrei sapsr (Faust).
—
Gounod.
-CLASS III.—BALLADS, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. Better Land.
—
Cowen.
2. Let me dream again.—Sullivan.
3. Come with me.—
B
ishop.
CLASS IV.—LIEDER, WITH GERMAN TEXT.
1. David Riccio’s Letztes Lied (A flat).—
R
aff.
2. Die Lorelei. Liszt.
3. Ich Liebe Dich.— Grieg.
CLASS V.—CHANSONS, WITH FRENCH TEXT.
1. La Coquette.—
C
hopin.
2. Plus grand dans son obscurity.
—
Gounod.
3. Le Printemps.
—
Gounod.
LIST FOR MEZZO-SOPRANOS.
CLASS I. -ORATORIO, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. Jerusalem (St. Paul).—
M
endelssohn.
2. Rejoice Greatly (Messiah).—
H
andel.
8. Angels ever bright and fair.— andel.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT.
1. 0 mio Fernando (Favorita).—
D
onizetti.
2. Che faro senza Eurydice.—
G
luck.
8. Mio Figlio (in A) (Profeta).—
M
eyerbeer.
LIST FOR CONTRALTOS
CLASS I.—ORATORIO, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. 0 thou that tellest (Messiah).—Handel,
2. Awake, Saturnia.
—
Handel.
3. He was despised (Messiah).—Handel.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT.
1. Circo’s Song (Giacomo).
—
Ponchieltj.
2. Ah rendimi.—Rossi.
3. II Segreto (Lucrezia Borgia).
—
Donizetti.
CLASS III.—BALLADS, WITH ENGLISH TEXT,
1. Sunset.
—
Dudley Buck.
2. Worker.
—
Gounod.
3. Cradle Song.
—
Wallace.
CLASS IV.—LIEDER, WITH GERMAN TEXT.
1. Buss Lied (C minor).—
B
eethoven.
2. Am Meer. Schubert.
3. Von ewiger Liebe.—Brahms.
CLASS V.—CHANSONS, WITH FRENCH TEXT.
1. Menuet.—Saint-Saens.
2. Gavotte (Mignon).
—
Thomas.
3. A toi.—
W
idor.
LIST for tenors
CLASS. I.—ORATORIO, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. Comfort ye my people (Messiah).—
H
andel.
2. If with all your heart? (Elijah).—
M
endelssohn,
3. Be thou faithful (St. Paul).
—
Mendelssohn.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT,
1. Salve dimora (Faust). Gounod.
2. II mio tesoro (Don Giovanni).
—
Mozart.
3. Spirito Gentil (Favorita). Donizetti.
CLASS III.—BALLADS, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. Goodbye (A flat). Tosti.
2. The Message.—Blumenthal.
3. Sailor’s Grave.
—
Sullivan.
CLASS IV.—LIEDER, WITH GERMAN TEXT.
1. David Riccio’s Letztes Lied (A flat).
—
Raff,
2. Murmelndes Liiftchen,—Jensen.
3. Adelaide.—Beethoven.
CLASS V.—CHANSONS, WITH FRENCH TEXT.
1. Si tu m’amais.—
D
bnza.
2. Chantez Toujours (D flat).—
G
ounod.
3. Come a ’Vingt aus.—
E
mil Durand.
LI3T FOR BARITONES,
CLASS I.—ORATORIO, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. It is enough (Elijah). Mendelssohn.
2. Is not his word like a fire?
—
Mendelssohn.
3. Oh, must I live to tell (Armenius).—
B
ruch.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT.
1. Toreador’s Song (Carmen). Bizet.
2. Eri tu (Ballo in Maschera). Verdi.
3. Champagna aria (Don Giovanni). Mozart.
CLASS III.—BALLADS, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. 0, Thou Sublime. Wagner.
2. Will of the Wisp. Cherry.
8. A Winter’s Story. Watson.
CLASS IV.—LIEDER, WITH GERMAN TEXT.
1. Der Wanderer.—-Schubert.
2. David Riccio's Letztea Lied (in F).~—Raff.
S. Buss Lied (C minor).—
B
eethoven.
CLASS V.—CHANSONS, WITH FRENCH TEXT.
1. .Rennet (Fr. Coppin).—Saint-Saens.
2. Les Adieux dis Martyr. -^Qiuxj.ot be S.AiNf'flJBJS.
8. A toi.^-WiDOR.
LIST FOE SELEGTIOIfs
Rode—Concerto in A minor.
Fiotti—-Concerto in A minor, No. 24.
Kjrsutzer-—Concerto in E minor.
De Bbriot—^-Concerto, Nos. 2 and 5.
Spohr—
C
oncerto, No. 2.
Note.
-—In addition to the alj.sve oBligatoty gel-sctitsng, the Candidate
may, if he chooses, hand in a list of such other compositions, as he may
be prepared to play at the Examination.
III. The Candidate will, read at sight a gom position to he selected by
the Examiners, of about the difficulty presented by the Sonatas of Mossstii
LIST FOR BASSEg.
1. Why do the -nations (Messiah),—-,1Ja.s'I)Bi»
2. Softly Purling ( Creation).—Hatun.
8. The Fall of Zion,-—-Paisiello.
CLASS II.—OPERATIC, WITH ITALIAN TEXT..
1. Dio del or (Faust).—GobnoJl
2. Infelice (Ernani),—
V
irbi.
8. Madama (Don Giovanni).*-^Mo©iiWK*
CLASS III.—BALLADS, WITH ENGLISH TEXT.
1. Thy Sentinel am I.—Watson.
2. Life (F minor).—Blumenthaja
3. Song of. Hybrias the Cretan*s^Et|3o!B#l
IV, The Candidate vfill tmogpoa®. arVaOTt axeerjlh hey am
selected, by the Examiners,
V. The. Candidate will gife a Witten gRalypig of the Maiical .JLrts fiC
M composition, to be selected by the Exam-iaera, :swi will, supply till,
markf^flfjfixpression and execution (Dynamics., Ptea'siflg, li.ngertBg,,. &&d-
Bowing) which would feg necessary to in4ie&te ,aa wtistfe ami correct
technical performance of the work -selected.
VI. The Candidate will pass an examinati#® in Musical Theftry (she
Musical Theory Examination for Associateship), general Musical History,
and the Principles of Acoustics, corresponding to this grade tf Mftmi-
nation
;
Examination Papers for which will be fenished M the ti;Ki« of
examination by the Examiners in Musical Theory.,
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
Zwei Grenadiere.—Sen
Am Meer.
—
Schubert..
Allnachtlidi im Tranm,
1. Invocation.—
W
idos.
2. A toi.—
W
idor.
3. Lament.—Widor.
Note.—
I
f the Candidate has not sufficient voice to meet the vocal
requirements, other satisfactory evidence must be given that the Can-
didate is competent to impart reliable vocal instruction.
Note.—In addition to the obligatory selections, the Candidate may, if
he chooses, hand in a list of such other works as he may be prepared to
sing at the examination. It is recommended that the list be made up
from the works of contemporaneous composers, American and others,
selections from which may be called for at the discretion of the Ex-
aminers.
II. The Candidate will read at sight, a piece of music to be selected by
the Examiners.
III. The Candidate will read at sight, and transpose an accompaniment,
music and keys for transposition to be selected by the Examiners.
.L Ihe Candidate shall show advanced proficiency,, by ms h-Bllity i©
perforin the tests in Item No. I, of the Examination ffax Agsooiatbship)
in accelerated tempi and with greater artistic finish.
II. To these tests shall be added the Chromatic Seale, -Beales it
Octaves, Thirds and Sixths, and Arpeggios derived from Chords of lie
Seventh.
III. The Candidate will be prepared to play, at the discretion- of tip.
Examiners, selections from the following Etudes I—
Rode—24 Caprices.
Gavignier
—
Etudes.
IV. The Candidate will perform at least two selections, to be chosen
by himself, from the following list of compositions by representative
classic and modern composers :—
-
•• LIST FOR SELECTION.
David—Concerto, No. 5.
..
Spohr—Concerto, Nos. 7 and 9.
Lipinsky—Concerto Militaire.
Vieuxtemps—Concerto, No. 4; Fantasle Caprice,
Note.—In addition to the above obligatory selections, the Candidate
may, if he chooses, hand in a list of such other compositions As he may
be prepared to play at the Examination.
V. The Candidate will transpose a short excerpt, key and music to be
selected by the Examiners.
VI. The Candidate will prepare himself to play the violin part in any
two he may select of the sonatas -for piano-forte and violin by Mozart or
Beethoven, and the violino primo in any two of the string quartettes by
Haydn or Mozart, or among the first six by Beethoven.
VII. The Candidate will read at sight an assigned part in a quartette,
to be selected by the Examiners.
THEORETIC EXAMINATION FOR
FELLOWSHIP.
VIII. The Candidate will give a written analysis of the Musical Form
of a composition, to be selected by the Examiners, and will supply all
marks of expression and execution (Dynamics, Phrasing, Fingering and
Bowing) which would be necessary to indicate an artistic and correct
technical performance of the work selected.
IX. The Candidate will pass an examination in Musical Theory (see
Musical Theory Examination for Fellowship), general Musical History,
and the Principles of Acoustics, corresponding to this grade of examina-
tion, Examination Papers for which will be furnished at the time of
examination by the Examiners in Musical Theory.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
MASTERSHIP.
I. The Candidate shall evince the skill and conception necessary to
THEORETIC EXAMINATION FOR
IV. la a composition, to be selected by the Examiners, the Candidate
will write the analysis of its Musical Form, and will supply all such marks
of expression and interpretation as would be considered necessary to
indicate an artistic rendition of the piece selected.
V. The Candidate will evince in a written examination, an extended
knowledge of the art of singing, its history, literature, distinguished com-
posers and interpreters. .
VI. The Candidate will pass an examination in Musical Theory (see
Musical Theory Requirements for Mastership, Examination Papers for
which will be furnished at the examination by the Examiners in Musical
Theory), and submit, the Orchestral and Choral Compositions called for
by the Requirements in that grade of examination.
VIOLIN DEPARTMEN
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION FOR
ASSOCIATESHIP.
I. The Candidate shall show a thorough understanding of the funda-
mental principles of Violin Playing, and the fundamental forms of
Violin Passages, to be proven in the performance of a series of test
exercises based on the Major and Minor Scales, to be played through
three octaves, Arpeggios derived from Major and Minor Triads, to be
played through three octaves, and by selections, at the discretion of the
Examiners, from the following Etudes :
—
R Kreutzbr-—Etudes (40).
Fiobillo—Etudes (86).
II. The Candidate will play at least two selections, to be chosen by
himself, from the following list of compositions by representative classic
programme for thi
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Bach—Solo Sonatas.
Beethoven—Concerto.
Mendelssohn— Concerto.
Paganini—24 Caprices.
Yieuxtemps—Concerto, Nos. 1 and 5.
Ernst—Othello Fantasie.
“ Air Hongroise.
“ Concerto in F sharp major.
Bruch—Concerto, No. 1.
Joachim—Hungarian Concerto.
II. The Candidate will prepare himself to play the. violin part in at
least one selection, by each composer, fr@m the following list of Sonatas
for Piano-forte and Violin -
LIST FOR SELECTION.
Bach—I, II, III.
Beethoven-
Schumann-
III. The Candidate will prepare himself to play the violino primo in at
least one selection, by each composer, from the following list of String
Quartettes
Mozart— In G (No. 1) ; in D minor (No. 2) ; in E flat major.
Beethoven—In F (No. 7) ; in C (No, 9) ; in F minor (No. 11).
Schumann—Three Quartettes, Op. 41.
—In A (Kreutzer)
;
in C minor
;
in G, Op. 96.
-In A minor, Op. 105
;
in D minor, Op. 121.
IV. The Candidate will give a written analysis of the Musical Form of
a composition, to be selected by the Examiners, and will supply all other
marks of expression, and execution (Dynamics, Phrasing, Fingering and
Bowing) which would be. necessary to indicate an artistic and correct
technical performance of the work selected.
V. The Candidate will pass an examination in Musical Theory (see
Musical Theory Examination for Mastership), Examination Papers for
which will be furnished by the Examiners in Musical Theory, and submit
the Orchestral and Choral compositions called for by the Requirements
of that grade of examination.
[For The Etude.]
RETROSPECTIVE AND PROSPEC-
TIVE.
In an essay read before the M. T. N. A. at Clevel«»».v.,
1881, two leading propositions were presented, upon
which the whole contents of the paper were focalized
:
First in order and importance, the encouragement of
native talent for composition by the use of worthy Ameri-
can works in public concerts and recitation rooms
;
second, the need of a united appeal from musicians and
publishers to our legislators for an international copy-
right law.
These ideas, which, for lack of opportunity, had long
remained in a crude state in the mind of the writer be-
fore the meeting at Providence in 1883, immediately
thereafter began to assume definite form and shape, and
in the fall of the same year, so imperatively necessary
andjpaportant did some action in favor of these nreas-
urdsappear, the paper was soon ' prepared and put into
the hands of the executive committee, nearly six months
before the meeting at Cleveland, with the hope that these
thoughts and suggestions would meet with appreciation
and favor.
Heartily sympathized with and responded to by our hon-
ored ex-President and other members of the executive
committee, steps were soon taken to make them a promi-
nent feature of the Cleveland meeting. A paper on ‘* An
American School of Composition” was solicited
;
a
pianist in the person of Mr. Lavallee (to whom belongs
the honor of giving the first recital of American works
in America) was found to give an American recital
;
and
thus the way was prepared for the hearty adoption of
these measures at Cleveland and the subsequent enthusi-
astic efforts in their behalf.
Resolutions were passed providing for the performance
of American works at our annual meetings, and favoring
the introduction of such works upon concert programmes
and in recitation rooms. (See Off. Rep. for 1884, p 160.)
As to the performance of American works at our
annual meetings, what unparalleled progress has been
made
!
Even now in the second year there are rumors of too
S
eat a prominence being given to American works.
lere are undoubtedly wide differences of opinion upon
this subject, but those so enthusiastic in its favor should
not forget their slower and more conservative brethren
and leave them too far in the rear
;
on the other hand,
those slow to see^and appreciate the beneficial influence
of this movement upon American art, should strive to
progress as rapidly as possible, so that the more enthusi-
astic shall not become impatient and our forces divided.
Sooner or later the number of American recitals must
be determined by a vote of the Association.
The public performance of American works by Messrs.
Lavallee, Sherwood, Petersilea and other eminent pian-
ists are now of comparatively frequent occurrence
;
but
as regards the use of such works in the recitation room,
hardly a step has been taken toward its realization.
That the introduction of these works into recitals and
concerts, and the performance of programmes of these
works should take the lead, would naturally be expected.
In the class-room there are not the same incentives to
their introduction. On the contrary, there are formidable
hindrances.
First, pupils and, for the most part, teachers place little
or no value upon American works. Pupils either desire
classic works or those of some living foreign composer
which) are popular among their own circle of acquaint-
ances. To avoid a decadence of patronage, teachers in
general concede to their desires. The task of creating
a respect for and an appreciation of^American works in
the minds of pupils against the prevailing fashion, is both
difficult and seemingly without reward. Even those
teachers more independent and disposed to introduce
American works into the class-room are met with another
serious obstacle, viz.: the difficulty of obtaining informa-
tion in regard to the best works and their adaptability
for teaching purposes to the special needs of their pupils.
The examination of the numerous catalogues of pub-
lishers with reference to this end is not an easy task, and
it costs time. '
Such are somp of the hindrances in the way, and yet
respect for and an appreciation of American works on
the part of pupils and students of music is an essential
condition to a sure and lasting foothold for American
creative art.
The use of such works in the class-room must go hand
in hand with their use in public concerts. Now that
steps in the latter direction have been taken, it is impor-
tant and necessary that, without delay, steps in the
former direction be taken.
The first thing to be done is to remove one of the
principal difficulties, viz.: the time and trouble of select-
ing suitable American works for teaching purposes.
A jplan suggested on p. 15 of the Official Report of
1884, and again mentioned and further elaborated on p,
24 of the Official Report for 1885, is the election of a
Board of Judges or Censors for the examination of such
American works as shall be sent to them for examina-
tion. No definite plan in detail has—vet been presented,
but the following would doubtless be feasible and suit the
purpose
:
Plan for an Official Catalogue of Standard American
Works.
Let a Board of Judges or Censors, three in number
(with a fourth one to act as Alternate, to be explained
later), be nominated viva voce by members of the M. T.
N. A. in convention assembled, and there elected by
ballot; each member voting for the three members of
the Board and the Alternate on one ballot. That person
having the largest number of votes to be Chairman, the
one having the next highest second member of the Board,
the next the third, and the one having the fourth highest
number to act as Alternate. This Board to consist of
men •well acquainted with all kinds and-classes of music,
men of wide intelligence and good judgment
;
in a word,
the very best composers ana orchestral conductors of
America that can be secured irrespective of membership
in the M. T. N.' A., and to hold their office for three years,
or two at the very least
Let there be three examinations each year. November,
February and May
;
or we may say quarterly, with the
quarter that would occur in the summer omitted.
Let the compositions intended for examination be pre-
pared as follows: the composer’s real name, and in case
of a published work also the publisher’s name, cut oat or
erased wherever it occurs
;
also all marks or advertise-
ments of publishers cut out or made illegible.
Each composition to be examined should bear a motto
or fictitious name and motto, and be sent direct to the
Chairman of the Board
;
and at the same time a letter
be sent to the Secretary of the M. T. N. A., containing
a sealed envelope, upon which is the same fictitious name
and motto and a return address, this envelope containing
the real name of the composer with the address, and if
the work is published, also the publisher’s name with the
opus and number, if any, of the composition.
Compositions could be sent to the Chairman of the
Board at any time, but only those received beforq Octo-
ber 1st would be catalogued the first quarter, those
received between October 1st, and January 1st, the sec-
ond quarter, and those between January 1st, and April
1st, the third quarter.
The Chairman of the Board, upon receipt of any com-
position, shall examine it as soon as practicable, and
immediately forward it to the second member of the
Board, the second member in like manner to the third,
and the third to the Secretary, excepting that the Chair-
man shall not retain any composition received np to
October 1st later than the first week in October, the
second member not later than the second week, the third
not later than the third, and in like manner with the
other quarters, so that all compositions received by the
Chairman up to October 1st. January 1st, and April 1st,
shall be in the hands of the Secretary the fourth week in
these months, in order that all the successful works can be
catalogued, and all compositions returned to their respec-
tive owners, by the first days of November, February and
May.
Each member of the Board, upon receiving a compo-
I sition, shall, after making a careful examination of the
same, take a memorandum of the motto and write after
it, according to his judgment, approved or disapproved.
If disapproved, he may,- if he chooses, state the reason,
especially if it is merely a technical fault or incorrect or
bad printing. If approved, he should state the grade of
difficulty on a scale of 10, also whether it is suitable for
teaching or concert purposes or both, and if for Teach-
ing, mention two or three of the principal points in
which the use of it would be of benefit to the student.
The Chairman of the Board shall send his list of music
examined for the first quarter to the Secretary the first
day of the second week of October, the second member
the first day of the third week, the third the first of the
fourth, and in like manner with the other quarters.
The Secretary, upon receiving these lists, shall immedi-
ately compare them
;
note down any motto approved by
the majority of the Board ; open the envelope in his
possession bearing that motto and catalogue the com-
poser’s real name, the tide of„|he composition and opni
and number, if any
;
the publisher's name, if published,
together with the different markings of the grade of
difficulty averaged, and if adaptable for teaching their
adaptability for that purpose averaged as far as possible.
He shall then return all compositions to their respective
owners
;
the unsuccessful ones with corresponding envel-
opes unopened to the return address given on the envel-
ope, with whatever reasons the judges may btm& given
for their disapproval.
The lists of works catalogued each quarter could be
published in full in some music journal, and also incor-
porated in the Official Report of the Association, provi-
sion being made, of course, for the insertion of the pub-
lisher’s name after a work, which was examined in manu-
script, is published.
In case any member of the Board has any composition
he desires examined, he shall prepare it in the same way
as others, except that when it comes to him for examina
tion he shall simply record the motto. When the lists
are all in, the Secretary shall notice whether any of the
lists contain simply a motto
;
if so, then the composition
bearing that motto shall be immediately sent to the.
member of the Board who was elected to act as Alter-
nate. This member shall examine the work in like
manner as the others as soon as possible, and return it
with his decision to the Secretary.
When the lists are completed, they could be printed
quarterly in music journals and annually in the Official
Report, with, perhaps, a separate list for music dealers,
under a heading similar to the following
:
A Complete List of Standard American Musical
Works approved, graded and with annotations by the
following Board of Jndges elected by the Mnsic Teach-
ers’ National Association, July—
,
188—
.
(Then would
follow the names of the Judges and the Alternate.
)
A plan like the above seems apparently feasible in
every respect, unless with one exception : these jndges
must be paid a salary, and where are the funds to coat
from ? “ Aye, there’s the rub.” If we had another Mrs.
Thurber, or some one with even half the generosity, it
could easily be done.
The combined salaries of the judges would not be
large, as the work would only occupy a small portion of
their time. The required amount could, doubtless, in
three or four years, if not at the beginning, be raised
among publishers and composers. Even some of the
funds ot the Association could well be directed in this
channel. Most certain'y the amount required could not
in any other way be so well expended for the advance-
ment of the art of music in America. Publishers would
be encouraged to publish a better class of works; com-
posers to give us their best works instead of their worst;
the introduction of American works into class-rooms and
concert halls would be made comparatively easy for the
teacher and concert giver, and a marked, substantial
impulse and lasting benefit would be given to all the best
and highest interests of the Musical Art.
A plan like or similar to the above, if the funds can
be raised and it is properly managed, will undoubtedly
succeed, and it is eminently worthy of every earnest effort
in its behalf. Wslubp Boer, Jr.
[For The Etude.]
OUR GIRLS AS PIANO FLAYERS.
BY “QUO FOGY.”
Soke time ago, Mr, Editor, I promised to reply to the
inquisitive gentleman who wrote the article on ‘ ‘ Rome
Types of Piano Pupils,” and I now hasten to redeem my
promise. One peculiarity about that article, you will
remember, was the slur on girl piano players. The
writer, without openly saying, nevertheless slyly insinuated
that women have no business at a musical instrument,
and although the wash-tub or the bread-pan were not.
distinctly referred to, still, one could easily read between
the lines and see the drift of the gentleman’s mind.
According to his idea, women are better, as Iago says,
“ suckling fools and chronicling small beer,” and you
would talk in vain to him of such names as Clara Schu-
mann. Sophie Menter, Norman Nevada, Anna Mehlig,
Essipoff, Marie Krebs, or, on our side of the big pond,
Julia Rive-King, Madeline Schiller, Helen Hopekirk,
Teresa Carreno, and legions of others. I won’t include
in the list singers, for our friend probably thinks vocalists
get what they have by the grace of God, and don’t have
to work for it. I agree with him ; the average pupil is
numerous, and so also in the male sex as well as the
female. There would be no possible antagonism between
the two musical sexes if the question was dearly under-
stood. Now and then a Sophie Menter may outwit Rubin-
stein, but she is sui generis, and occasionally a player like
Pachmann may beat the fair sex on her own -special
ground, but he is also in the above category. Nature has
sharply defined the limitations of either sex, and to it
there are few rare exceptions. The female pianist never
attains that brute strength of tone and breadth of concep-
tion, and above all that physical endurance, that distin-
guishes her ruder companion
;
but has not Nature com-
pensated her for this deficiency? Oh, ye musical virgins,
don’t be like your foolish namesakes in the Scriptures,
who had not their lamps trimmed when the bridegroom
was at hand. Know then, for once, that where delicacy,
exquisite phrasing, beauty—and I lay stress on this
—
beauty of conception is required, you have it all. Women
pianists, when they play well, always play musically,
beautifully
;
and who can interpret Chopin as our sisters
can ? It is the fashion nowadays to decry Chopin as
wanting in robustness, effeminate, etc., and the realistic
school proceeds to demolish all the poetry in that much-
abused composer by giving to him so-called broad read-
ings, fall tone. You might as well talk of breadth in re-
gard to a dewdrop or a cobweb. Chopin is essentially a
dreamer, and the rude treatment he receives at the hands
of our virtuosos shatters all his dreams. But mark how
he is understood and so delicately handled by the tender
sex. With what poetic feeling do they not interpret his
Nocturnes and Preludes, Ballads and Mazurkas. The
capricious element in his works suits perfectly their vary-
ing moods—moods too subtle and elusive for our mascu-
line minds
;
and if they do not transform his Polonaises
into & wild, Cossack hurly-burly, Chopin gains at least.
The Polonaise is not a quickstep. It is stately or noth-
ing at all, and the way the poor £ flat and A flat are
tortured into virtuoso pieces is a shame. Now, don’t,
suppose I mn going to say slick to Chopin and let Bee-
thoven alone. Noi. at, all. There is something indefina-
bly feminine in all music, and women are quick at grasp-
ing this element, and bringing it to light. Do yon mean
to say, in your masculine conceit, women can’t play Bach,
Beet.li oven or Schumann ? I have heard it, done, and done
nobly. 1 won’t, forget soon the reading Fannie Bloom-
field gave the colossal D minor Concerto Op.-Rut); astern
last summer at the M , T. N. A.- Nerve of the finest sort
showed, and dull, brute strength was nowhere, A word
of caution, however, is necessary to “ our girls.” Don’t
confound your ambitions wish your ability to play with
orchestra or even in public. “ Many are called but few
arc chosen; ” remember that. What genuine pleasure a
girl can give in her own circle with her playing. Aim
high, of course
;
but also don’t forget that there is more
genuine pleasure, more pure delight, in playing concerted
music among one’s confrftres (or scaur s*) than in all the
battle-roar of the orchestra and the thunders of applause
from a public that, don't comprehend or care what you
are playing, only so as you make lots of noise. In a word,
don’t attempt, io become .Rubinsteins in pe,tl?coats. I, for
one, never have agreed with the cynical French writer
who said, “Woman was only the female of the roan.”
Where, ray gallant sits, would you get such interested
listeners, such discriminating critics and such genuine
art lovers if not among the girls; and above ail, to be very
practical, where would your bread and butter be if all the
girls stopped taking music lessons, the average pupils I
mean? Raphael and the earlier Italian masters some-
times drew their angels (female, of course; whoever
heard of a male angel?) with the violin in their hands
(the wrong hand, too, as a rule). What could be more
beautiful and appropriate—a lovely woman playing and
making music for the spheres ?
NEW PUBLICATIONS,
“PHYSIOLOGY OF ARTISTIC SINGING.” Publish-
ed by John Howard, 149 Tremont street, Boston.
In the Physiology of Artistic Singing, Mr. Howard
believes that he has solved the two great problems which
so Song have perplexed the vocaliSt—the cause of the
peculiar quality of the artistic tone, and the source of its
extraordinary power. What Bennati, physician of the
Royal Italian Opera of Paris, in 1832, saw as facts, Mr.
Howard describes as laws. Bennati saw that Sonntag,
Tosi, Rubini, Lablache, and all the great artists of that
historic period of song, made powerful efforts with the
muscles of the tongue, palate, and hyoid bone (the bone
felt just above the Adam’s apple). The Physiology of
Artistic Singing pictures these muscles in eighty-four
large diagrams, explains their exact office, and illustrates
their mode of action.
W. H. Boner & Co., Philadelphia.
“A COLLECTION OF MUSIC COMPOSED AND
ARRANGED FOR CABINET ORGAN.” By
Samuel T. Strang.
Suitable music for the higher grades of Cabinet Organ
study is rare. This set commends itself to the earnest
student of the Cabinet Organ. It contains twelve pieces,
among which we will mention, “ Meditation,” Leybach ;
“Little Fugue,” Lemmens; “Romances,” in G and F,
Beethoven; “Funeral March,” Chopin ; “Air Varie,
and Two Short Fugues,” Handel, etc. A number of the
pieces were transcribed for pedal organ, by Volckmar and
others. They are adapted for the Cabinet Organ by the
editor, Mr. Strang, who has done his work conscien-
tiously, artistically and thoroughly. The registration is
made to conform to three prominent styles of organs,
viz., Mason and Hamlin’s, Burdette and Estey. The
typography is most excellent. Each number is printed
separate on full size music paper. We give the collec-
tion our hearty and unqualified endorsement.
—
:
“THE MODERN SCHOOL OF PIANO TECH-
NICS,” by Alois F. LeJeal. Published by William
A. Pond & Co., 25 Union Square, New York.
We are quite frequently asked what new work on tech-
nic can we recommend. We have been puzzled to answer
this question as we wish to. A number of valuable
German works, high in price and with German text, in
a measure, help ns to answer this question. We have be-
fore us a clear, complete, sensible, interesting and unique
exposition of all that pertains to technical part of piano
pi aying. The work is in three volumes, bound in elegant
cloth. The size is about that of sheet music. The price
of part one is $2.00, the others $1.50. It can be had, also,
in one volume.
The entire material has been divided into ten chapter?,
and most of these again subdivided into sections and
classes. Every chapter treats of a distinct class of exer-
cises, and is arranged in progressive order from the
simplest, to the most difficult forms. The tenth chapter,
which is more illustrative than practical in character, is
an exception to this.
The character of the exercises is not strikingly original.
Although traces of Plaidy, Here, Tausig and Kohler can
be found
; at’ the same time through all can be seen
judgment, design and arrangement of the author.
'The author has a chapter devoted to embellishments
which is quite full. The “Howe Technic,” which we
published last year, has also a chapter of this kind.
The two works, aside from this, are quite distinct. The
“ Howe Technic ” is principally for scale practice, while
Led cal' s work takes in she whole scope of technic.
Why is it that more works on Father Wleck’s plan are
not published ? The tendency of the times is technic,
technic, technic. I-s there not such a thing as having a
pjeasanitime while climbing !he mountain side ? blurt it
necessarily be rocky and sterile? The ordinary wayfarer
seldom has the ambition or ability to scale the craggy
heights, and he can find a position somewhere alongside
the hillside, where the limit of his virion can be fully sat-
isfied. Father Wieck may now be old-fashioned, but ha
was an original thinker and knew how to interest the
pupils.
Teachers who have been using Plaidy for years, and
f have been seeking for something not too far removed from
it. and yet more modern, will find in LeJeal ’s work just
what they want.
The typography of Pond A Co. is the finest of the kind.
The .new process of lithographing from engraved plates,
which is largely used In Tea Etude music, has been
adopted in this case.
White, Smith A Co., Boston, Mass.
“POLONAISE OP. 3.” By Milo Benedict.
This is the second polonaise of this young composer,
and is a decided advance on the first specimen which we
reviewed some time ago. It is in the key of C sharp
minor, and is very broadly conceived. The use of chro-
matic harmonies is good, if not original. Mr, Benedict
has certainly great talent, and seems to excel in this
form. He is nothing if not massive.
J, E. Ditson s Co., Philadelphia.
“ MENUETTO FROM SUITE OF DANCES. ” By X,
Scharwexsa. Arranged for piano solo by Hsxrt G.
Thunder.
This is a very melodious composition, taken from some
four-hand dances of Scharwenka Op. 41 ; and while the
arrangement, is in some places hardly practicable, yet it
will prove a very good study for stretching and playing
legato in extended positions. It is, however, more effec-
tive as a duet
“THE LITTLE COQUETTE.” Polka. By A. J,
Davis. Published by Brentano Bros., New York.
A brilliant but somewhat shallow composition.
SONG, “American, and good enough for me.” By
Harry S. Hewitt. Same publishers.
This is an answer to Harry Dixey’s famous “ It’s
English, you know,” and, if anything, is a grade lower
musically.
“DIRECTORY OF THE MUSICAL TRADE AND
MUSICAL PROFESSION.” H. A. Rost, 3 and 5
W„.a WiUiom a)i-oot Kaw Vnrt NT Vi.aona liju&m j. ufiaj jl .
Several attempts to publish a Musical Directory have
been made. A firm in Syracuse, N. Y., issued one,
which proved to be so full of shortcomings and defects
that it met with little favor by trade and profession. E.
S. Werner, of New York, has & directory of the voice
teachers of the United States, which is useful n its
special department. Several directories have been issued
in the cities of New York, Pittsburgh Chicago and Mil-
waukee. But the effort of Mr. Rost is the most preten-
tious in this direction in the United States. The
English “ Musical Directory,” a copy of which we pos-
sess, is a very complete work, ana should herye as a
model of similar works." It is hoped the efforts of Mr.
Rost will meet with sufficient encouragements warrant
an annual issue.
While we most heartily recommend this Directory all
the best thus far issued, yet it is not what it should be.
We will venture to suggestafew improvements that should
be made in next issue,
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1st. The profession should be announced in alphabeti-
cal order; each State by itself; and the branches taught
by each teacher should follow the name. The names are
now under heads of “Piano Teachers,” “Organists.”
“Violin,” “Sopranos,” “ Altos,” etc. In this arrange-
ment, one name may appear under four or five heads,
which makes confusion.
2d. The “ Musical Trade” is given undue prominence.
Over two-thirds of the book is devoted to music trades.
There are certainly not as many business firms as teachers
of music in the United States.
Sd. Smaller towns and cities are scarcely reported in
the book. Why is this?
There is hardly a business house of any standing but
could collect as good a list of music teachers as is given
in this book. Take the piano teachers : there are only
teachers from 145 towns named in the whole list. On
the subscription list of The Etude, which is composed
almost entirely of piano teachers, there are about 2000
different towns represented. In that respect, the direct-
ory of piano teachers is almost a farce.
It is, however, hoped, a directory of the profession
will be sustained. While the Directory before us is open
to just criticism, it is a step in the right direction, The
price of the book is $3.00.
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
Philadelphia has not been violently musical the past
month
;
it seldom is
;
but it has had, for it, its fair quota
of the “ food of the gods.”
At -the last Thomas Concert, Madame Fursch-Madi
was the soloist.
Mr. Louis Maas»has been paying us a flying visit, and
shows enormous improvement. He always played with
repose, too much sometimes, and now has gained in
freedom and flexibility of style. Some of his Schumann
and Chopin playing was delightful, so broad and so much
fervor. The first recital was superior to the second.
The pianist played as if weary.
Mr, Jarvis gave another of his soirees and played with
.Mr. Henig a beautiful sonata for piano and cello, by
Rubinstein.
At one of the Star Course Concerts the New York
Philharmonic Sextette Club played in their usual finished
manner. A new sextette by Jadassohn, espec-
ially for the club, being very interesting afnd melodious.
Mr. Augustus Hyllsted, the new Norwegian pianist-
disappointed me somewhat. He has good technic and
fine memory, but he lets the music run away with him.
He played Liszt's E major Polonaise at a terrific tempo,
and clearly, too, considering the gait, but it lost in
breadth and beauty altogether. The Chopin, A flat waltz,
was also too hurried. Still, Mr. Hyllsted is a very young
artist
;
time and practice will work wonders.
I heard, for the first time, the “ Magic Flute,” given
by the American Opera Company in New York, and
taking all things into consideration, it was a most cred-
itable performance. Mr. Candidus, aaPamino, was good,
his fine tenor showed to advantae-e, although he is withal
colorless and tame in acting. Pauline L’AUemand, as
“ Queen of the Night,” was excellent, her singing of the
famous aria being encored. Hamilton, as Papageno,
showed an inclination to burlesque the part (a very natu-
ral one, I think), and sang in a somewhat jerky fashion,
although his enunciation was good. Miss Dossert did
very well with the part of “ Pam in a,” and John Howson
only fair as “ Monastatoes.” Of course, Whitney made a
noble “ Sarastro,” singing the part with fervor and intel-
ligence. The three ladies of “Queen ofthe Night” pleased
me very much by their graceful, unaffected singing and
acting. Miss Charlotte Walker, Miss Campbell and Miss
May Fielding were their names. The choruses showed
good drilling, and the orchestra, of course, was fine.
Altogether Mrs. Thurber can be congratulated on the
success of her strenuous efforts towards founding a Na-
tional School of Opera. Of course, there will be ever
carpers at the defects, but whoever heard of anything
being perfect in the beginning?
I had also the pleasure of hearing a private rehearsal,
or a partial rehearsal, of “Parsifal” in Mr. Walter
Damroschts room at the Metropolitan Opera House.
The music, as far as I could judge, was superb and throb-
bing with passion and religions feeling, an odd admix-
ture that Wagner knows how to blend wonderfully. I
will write more about the performance next month, as
it does not take place until late in the week. It is a
very hazardous proceeding to attempt to give this sacred
music drama without the adjuncts of scenery and cos-
tume. But it is impossible to have a hearing of this
wonderful work otherwise, as Wagner left a clause in
his will strictly forbidding- its performance in any place
bat Bayreuth, where it will be given this summer.
I heard the same afternoon “Rienzi.” with a fine cask
This is Sylva’s, the tenor, best part. It suits his robust,
voice and robust delivery. The scenery was magnificent,
the last tableaux being wonderful. It is a pompons,
highly-colored opera, fall of Meyerbeerisms, ana it is hard
to realize that the composer of “ Tristan ” or “ Parsifal ”
ever pooled some of the melodies. As a gorgeous spec*
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tacle it is worth seeing, however. Wagner is the rage in
New york. Other operatic composers, for the time, have
taken a back seat. Another singular thing about Wag-
ner’s music is its power to render distasteful other com-
posers’ music. It seems that once you are a Wagnerite,
the faculty of enjoying any but the great master’s music
is lost. Why this is, is more than I can tell. You are
either a furious Wagnerite or none at all. Such has been
my experience in observation.
Franz Rummel, who has not been in New York for five
years, has been playing a good deal lately. His pro-
grammes are colossal and his improvement very marked.
He has gained greatly in repose. His technic is very
finished, and his interpretative powers gaining. He gave
much pleasure by playing a composition of our genial
confrere, Otto Floersheim of the “ Courier.” It waa an
“ Elevation.” and was beautifully written and played.
The youthful Jacob Friedberger gave a farewell concert
at Steinway Hall on the evening of the 27th, and aston-
ished all by his brilliant and musical playing. He goes
to Germany to complete his musical education. Mr.
Constantin Sternberg ought to be proud of the progress
of his prottigA
Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, who has given already some
successful recitals in New York, starts for a month’s tour
in the West. Dr. Louis Maas is also making his mid-
winter tour.
Madame Hopekirk has been giving recitals in Chicago
and Milwaukee with her accustomed success.
Mr. Emil Liebling has given some interesting recitals
at Rockford, Til.
Mrs. Dr. Tieser {nee Fannie Bloomfield) has not been
heard enough since her marriage. I sincerely hope her
husband is not going to be selfish in not permitting her to
play in public. Such a piano artist would, indeed, be a
loss. P -
Madame Anna Clark Steiniger is at present giving a
series of six Beethoven Concerts in Boston.
Mr. George Schneider, pianist of the Cincinnati Col-
lege, will give two classical Chamber Concerts soon.
Mr. Carl Faelten has been heard often this winter, and
has made quite an impression everywhere by his earnest,
artistic and scholarly playing. Mr. Joseffy has also been
doing good work, and has played often within the radius
of a hundred miles of New York.
Mr. E. . P. Perry, the well-known blind pianist of
Boston, gave a fine recital at Bloomington, 111.
Mr. Paul Tidden, the Chorus Master of the Brooklyn
Philharmonics, was the piano soloist at the Society’s last
concert. He successfully played Schumann’s A minor
concerto.
Richard Hoffmann is another piano artist who has been
heard often this season, and rightly, too- HelisjLfr-f&o&t
polished exponent of Mozart and the classiegrTschool we
have. He is also very fine in chamber music.
Dr. F. L. Ritter gave an interesting Soiree Musical
e
recently at Yassar College, and some of his beautiful
songs were given.
Mr. Emanuel Moore, the young and talented Hungarian
pianist, is Musical Director of the Lehmann Rummel
Concert Company. Mr. Moore, although quite young,
has a decided talent for composition, and his piano play-
ing is spoken of enthusiastically by critics.
Mr. Fred Boscovitz, who, lucky man, has fallen heir to
some money in Hungary, recently spent a few days in
New York, while en route.
Marianne Brandt, Carrie Goldstieker, Emma Juch,
Albert Stritt, Lemler and Max Heinrich, Paulet and Ben-
edict, vocalists, and Helen Breitschnck, harpist, and
Joseffy, will be the soloists at the grand Milwaukee Festi-
val next July.
Abroad, things musical are always stirring. B'ulow
has begun a concert tour through Austria and Hungary,
and after his series of Viennese Concerts intends to settle,
for a time, in Berlin, to give lessons to advanced pupils.
Prof. Emil Naumann has finished what promises to be a
very interesting work, “An Illustrated Musical History.”
It is said Jenny Lind, who is 65, will sing next season in
public. Let us hope not, for the sake of her early laurels.
Nilsson talks about coming to this country next season,
j
“She never will be missed.”
Wagner’s “Gondola” is for sale. There’s a chance.
“ Lackm6 ” has just been produced in Lyons and will
be given soon in New York by the American Opera Co.
Martha Remment has played in Weimar with success.'
Wagner’s “ Flying Dutchman” was warmly received
at Barcelona, Spain
;
only think I
Rubinstein will give his “Cycle” of Historical Con-
certs in Paris, in April.
,
Krebs is playing m London.
After a very successful tour in Germany, Joseph Wie-
niawski is earning fresh laurels at Brussels.
VeraTimanoff, the Russian pianiste, is playing in Rus-
sia. and announces a tour through Holland and Germany.
The newly organized Liszt Society of Leipzig announces
five concerts at the old Gewandhaus. The soloists are
Fran Moran-Olden, Eugene D’ Albert, Arthur Friedheim,
I Siloti, the celebrated Brodsky Quartette and the Arion
Singing Society under Richard Muller. The house is
sold out for the five concerts.
Dr. Ludwig Not oi life of Beethove;
W»£ ier, etc., died, aged 66. Also Amiloare Ponchielii,
who is best known in America by his “ Gioconda,” also
died, aged 64 years.
I met, recently, my old and genial friend, Mr. Albert
G. Emerick, who has recently returned from Europe.
Mr. Emerick is a fine critic and a good musician. He
informed me that one of the most solidly established
pianists in London was our Bonawitz, a former resident
of this city. Bonawitz is a player of the massive school,
and his interpretations of Beethoven are everywhere
commended.
Three or four months more of this harmonious Babel,
then the Teachers’ Convention at Boston will dost the
first half of the musical season of 1886.
[For The Etude.]
PRINTING MUSIC FOR CHIL-
DREN.
To begin the instruction on the piano at an early age
is becoming more general every year, and it is also con-
ceded that technic is the main object to make this early
start not only desirable, but necessary. This admitted,
it is apparent that the material used for instruction ought
also toJTutkthe mental and physical capacity of such an
early age. In my article in The Etude for February, I
have indicated a way to overcome the mental difficul-
ties
;
but there is also a mechanical difficulty which is
presented by the usual high form of printed music.
When we place a child of about nine years before the
piano at the proper height, it has to bend the head way
back to see the upper lines of the music, a position
which is not only very tiresome, but also makes the char-
acters appear exceedingly uncertain, and is thus very
injurious to the eyes. If we raise the seat so high as to
enable them to look straight to the raui-ic, the hands are
brought in a position which is detrimental to the techni-
cal development. A form, as, for instance, the four-hand
edition of Peters, would answer far better. There is no
doubt that many teachers are aware of these defects, and
that an edition answering the wants of small children
would be a success for the publisher.
Carl E. Cramer.
[For The Etude.]
WHAT -TO TEACH.
Facts may be exhibited, principles must be taught.
The universal error in teaching is, that facts are poured
in upon the mind of the pupil, and nothing is said about
the principle governing their proper disposition. The
result is that they are rejected en masse, and a condition
of mental vacuity remains.
Teaching ought to be a developing process of the men-
tal faculties. If it is not this, it fails in ioto. An.obedient
child may be made to do many things correctly from imi-
tation alone, without being able to assign any reason or
explanation therefor, but such parrOty performances can
be of no benefit to him in after years. It is a useless
waste of time to correct a pupil’s blunders. The true
method ia to so instruct him that he will not make a
blunder. V|hat we need to teach is more method of self-
action, mcye philosophy of living, more correct thinking.
The pupil must, in fact, be taught to be his own
teacher, then may he dispense with the master.
The teacher has not merely to present the subject taught,
he has to supply the reason why it should be learned, and
hold by varied devices the fickle attention of the giddy
youth.
No wonder, in our cherished art, that so many talented
ones fall out by the wayside, when it is considered what
antagonistic influences are at work from the earliest home
education, the false erudition at the common school* the
vicious tendencies of society at large. Just while these in-
fluences are beginning to tell upon the mind of the semi-
matured youth, then begins the artistic culture, and how?
If perchance that teacher be gifted with human nature,
and can intuitively peer down into the depths of the being
before him, and see beneath all the false attire of the
exterior a worthy heart and a noble embryonic intellect,
then, indeed, may he use means subtle and powerful
enough to turn the tide of influence from had to good,
and by inculcating a few principles may correct a life
mistake, may rescue a soul. But if the teacher be a
pedantic pedagogue, that sits passively by, to assign the
lesson and point out A, B, C, and place your fingers there,
to assume an orthodox simper, to count like a clock ana
regularly shout amen, to smile on the rich andirown on
the poor, to withhold praise when due and bestow censure
undeserved, to allow the pupil to direct the music, to
select the pretty from the ugly, in fact, to do anything or
be anything that, would indicate a character that ia itself
ight but lofty, dignified, noble and true, he will infuse
the pupil with a feeling of utter disgust for him, and so
corroborate his early impression of life, that all is sham
and empiricism. Surely, thinks he, a noble art cannot
have mch an ignoble representative.
D. Dk F, Butaxt.
